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Abstract 
We show that two flat differential graded algebras whose derived categories are equivalent 
by a derived functor have isomorphic yclic homology. In particular, "ordinary' algebras over a 
field which are derived equivalent [48] share their cyclic homology, and iterated tilting [19,4] 
preserves cyclic homology. This completes results of Rickard's [48] and Happel's [18]. It 
also extends the well-known results on preservation of cyclic homology under Morita equiv- 
alence [10,39,25,26,41,42]. 
We then show that under suitable flatness hypotheses, an exact sequence of derived categories 
of DG algebras yields a long exact sequence in cyclic homology. This may be viewed as an 
analogue of Thomason-Trobaugh's [51] and Yao's [58] localization theorems in K-theory- (cf. 
also [55]). @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18G60 
O. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with cyclic homology of  (unbounded, non-commutative) 
differential Z-graded algebras. The case of positively graded DG algebras was first 
considered by Vigu6-Burghelea [53] and Goodwill ie [15]. We need the slightly more 
general setting to allow for the algebras appearing in Morita theory for derived cate- 
gories. For simplicity here we only state the results for the special case of 'ordinary' 
algebras. We point out however, that the range of  possible applications is greatly en- 
larged if one admits general differential graded algebras. 
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Let k be a commutative ring. In this summary, all k-algebras are assumed to be pro- 
jective over k. Let A and B be k-algebras. Consider the full subcategory ep (A, B) of the 
derived category of A-B-bimodules formed by the bimodule complexes X which when 
restricted to B become quasi-isomorphic to perfect complexes (i.e. finite complexes 
of finitely generated projective B-modules). Generalizing results of Kassel [25,26] we 
show in 2.4 that each such complex X gives rise to a morphism in cyclic homology 
HC, (X) : HC,(A) ---+ HC,(B). 
This morphism is functorial in the sense that if we view A as an A-A-bimodule complex, 
then HC,(A) = 1 and if Y ~ rep(B,C) then HC,(X ,~L y) = HC, (Y )o  HC,(X). 
This implies in particular that HC, is an invariant for Morita equivalence of derived 
categories [48, 49], that is, if the derived functor ? ,~Lx " 2A -~ .~B is an equivalence, 
then HC, (X)  is invertible. 
Moreover, we show that HC,(X)  only depends on the class of X in the Grothendieck 
group of the triangulated category rep(A,B). These Grothendieck groups are natu- 
rally viewed as the morphism spaces of a category whose objects are all algebras. A 
K-theoretic equivalence is an isomorphism of this category. Thus, cyclic homology 
is invariant under K-theoretic equivalence. For example, a finite-dimensional gebra 
of finite global dimension over an algebraically closed field is K-theoretically equiv- 
alent to its largest semi-simple quotient (2.5). Thus, if k is an algebraically closed 
field, the cyclic homology of a finite-dimensional gebra A of finite global dimen- 
sion only depends on the number of isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. This 
yields the 'no loops conjecture' in the algebraically closed case, which was first proved 
by H. Lenzing [36]. We refer to Igusa's article [22] for a proof under more general 
hypotheses. 
The second part of the paper is concerned with the proof of the following 'local- 
ization theorem' (3.1): Let A, B and C be algebras over a field k (for simplicity). 
Suppose that L E rep (A, B) and M E rep (B, C) are such that the sequence 
'.,~,~L '.,~M 
0 -+ ~A ~ ~B ' ~C --~ 0 
is exact, i.e. ~A is identified with an 6paisse subcategory of ~B and ? ~,L M induces 
an equivalence from (~B) / (~A)  onto ~C.  Then the theorem states that there is a 
canonical ong exact sequence 
HC, (A) ,c. ~,~ HC, (B) ,c. ,,,; HC, (C) --, HC,_~ (A). 
This theorem may be viewed as an analogue in cyclic homology of the localization 
theorems of Thomason-Trobaugh [51] and Yao [58] (cf. also [55]). It is also a first step 
towards an excision theorem ~ la Wodzicki [57] in the context of derived categories 
(cf. 3.3(b)). 
Exact sequences of derived categories as considered above arise for example in 
the localization of rings with respect o multiplicative subsets admitting a calculus of 
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fractions (4.1). They always yield a recollement setup [2] and conversely, by K6nig's 
theorem [35], a recollement setup between derived categories of algebras yields an 
exact sequence of derived categories in the above sense. 
We emphasize that our localization theorem does not supersede the result on cen- 
tral localization obtained by Geller-Rei~Weibel [12, Proposition A.3], Loday (unpub- 
lished, cf. however [37, 3.4]), Jon Bloch (unpublished), and Brylinski [5] (cf. also 
C.A. Weibel's recent book [54, 9.1.8.3], and [38, 1.1.17]). Neither does our theorem 
supersede the results on 6tale descent by Weibel-Geller [56]. We hope to establish the 
precise relationship with these results in a future paper. 
1. Hochschild homology 
1.1. Notations. We refer to Section 7 for notations and basic results concerning DG 
algebras and their (relative) derived categories. Let k be a commutative ring and A 
a DG k-algebra (7.1). We write @ for the tensor product of DG k-modules over k. 
The bar resolution o f  A is the chain complex R (A) whose nth component is the DG 
k-module A ~A ®n ,~A, n E N. The components R(A), ,  vanish for n < 0. The complex 
R (A) is endowed with the differential given by 
n 
d(ao ~ aj @ . . . .  6~ a,,+l ) = Z ( -  1 )ict 0 @ . . .  @~ ai-1 @ aicti+l @ ai+2 ~ . . .  @ an+l. 
i -O 
The total complex of R(A)  will also be denoted by R(A)  (we always form the total 
complex using direct sums, not products). It is viewed as a DG A-A-bimodule. The 
multiplication map A @ A ---+ A induces a morphism of DG bimodules 
~. : R (A)  -+ A. 
The Hochschi ld complex is the DG k-module 
H(A)  = R(A)  @.4, A, 
where A e -- A °p ,~ A. Its homology is the Hochschi ld homology o f  A 
HH, (A)=H,H(A) ,  n E Z. 
These definitions agree with those in [38, 5.3.2]. 
In this context, Hochschild's interpretation [21] reads as follows: The mapping cone 
over e : R(A)  ~ A is contractile when considered as a right (or left) DG A-module. 
So, a fortiori, ~ is a relative quasi-isomorphism (7.4) of DG A °p @ A-modules. The 
filtration of R (A) by the total complexes of the chains 
• .. -~ 0 --~ R(A)p  ~ R(A)p - I  --+ . . . .  R (A)o  ~ 0 ~ . . . ,  p ~ N, 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 7.5 and thus R(A)  is relatively closed. So by 
Lemma 7.4, for any relative quasi-isomorphism P ---+ A of DG bimodules with 
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relatively closed P, we have a canonical homotopy equivalence R (A) ~+ P. Whence a 
canonical homotopy equivalence 
H(A ) ~ P ~A' A. 
and canonical isomorphisms HH,, A -~ H,, (P ,~,,v, A). So H(A) identifies with the image 
of A under the total relative left derived functor of the tensor product functor ? ~'A, A. 
1.2. Comparison. Keep the assumptions of 1.1. For two DG A-modules L and M, 
we denote by ,D~OmA (L,M) the cochain complex of k-modules whose nth component 
consists of the morphisms of graded A-modules f : L --+ M which are homogeneous of
degree n. The differential is given by d ( f )  =dM o f - ( -1 ) " fo  dL. It is easy to check 
that J{ornA (L,L) is a DG algebra (cf. Example 7.1b). l fA and L are concentrated in
degree 0, then so is ,~om ~ (L, L) and its only non-vanishing component is Horn,4 (L, L). 
Let P and Q be two closed DG A-modules (7.4) and suppose that the smallest 
full triangulated subcategory of JgA containing P and closed under forming direct 
summands contains Q as well. 
Lemma. (a) The embedding 
~om.4(P,P) - - -+-sg 'omA(P(~Q,P~Q), f~- ,  [ '~0  1 
0 ' 
induces a homotopy equivalence 
H(,$ffOmA (P,P)) ~ H(-a~om 4(P 0 Q,P • Q)). 
(b) The composition morphisms 
,~Om A (P, Q) ~;B J{om.~t (Q,P) --+ J{orll A (Q, Q) resp., 
,?/tC om A ( P, Q) ~22 8P ---+ Q, 
where B = ~OmA (P,P), are homotopy equivalences of DG k-modules, resp. DG 
A-modules. 
Proof. (a) Put B = ,~OmA (P,P) and C = ~NromA(P @ Q,P ~ Q). Let ~1 be the 
composition 
C '228 R (B) ,~i8 C ~* ~ C ~?~8 B ,22,8 C ~' ~ C. 
The nth component of C ~8 R (B) ~'8 C is isomorphic to Ce ~ B ~n ~, eC, where 
e C C denotes the idempotent associated with P. This is clearly isomorphic to a 
direct summand of a module of the form K @ C ~ for some DG k-module K, where 
C e = C °p @ C. Using Lemma 7.5 with the same filtration as above for R(A) we see 
that C ~8 R(B)~>58 C is relatively closed over C ~'. We will prove that r/ is a relative 
quasi-isomorphism. Since the obvious morphism 
(C ~'B R (B) '~'R C) ~c; C --+ R( C) ~22c ~.C 
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is compatible with the augmentations q and ~., it will then have to be a homotopy 
equivalence by Lemma 7.4. The claim will follow because the composition 
R (B) '~'B; B ~ (C ~B R (B) ,~  C) ~'c'" C -+ R(C) ~c,  C 
equals the canonical map H(B) -~ H(C) .  
Thus, it remains to be proved that q is a relative quasi-isomorphism. For this, let 
U and V be arbitrary DG A-modules and consider the chain complex R(U, V) with 
components 
~Ot~l  A (P, V )  @ B @n ~-9 2/tCOmA (U,P), n E N, 
and the differential 
d(bo @ bl @ ... ~ b~ ,~ b~z-1 ) 
n 
= Z ( -  1 )ib 0 :~9 ... @ hi- I @ bib,+l @ biq 2 @ ... @ b,,+ j, 
i o 
and denote by T(U, V) the total complex of the mapping cone of the morphism 
R(U, V) ~ ,~omA (U, V) 
induced by the composition 
,~Om A (P, U) ~ ,i~orn A (U,P)  --~ 3f~Om A (U, V). 
It is clear that R(P,P)  identifies with R(B)  and T(P,P)  with the mapping cone over c. 
Similarly, T(P ~'~ Q,P ~ Q) identifies with the mapping cone over q. We have to 
show that it is k-contractile, i.e. vanishes as an object of ~k .  Now we know that 
T(P,P)  vanishes in Jfk. Let us view 7"(P,?) as a triangle functor from ,~(fA to ,gk. 
Its kernel is clearly a triangulated subcategory containing P and closed under forming 
direct summands. Hence by the assumption, the kernel contains Q as well and hence 
P O Q. So the complex T(P,P ,~ Q) is k-contractile. Now we consider T(?,P ~ Q) as 
a triangle functor ~g~A ~ (Y't~k) °p. As we have just seen, its kernel contains P. So by 
the assumption, it contains P ~ Q as well. 
(b) Let U and V be arbitrary DG A-modules and consider the composition morphism 
~om 4 (P, V) @B £/{Om A(U,P) --~ ,~om A ( U, U) 
and the total complex of its mapping cone, which will be denoted by T(U, V). For 
U = V = P, we clearly have an isomorphism of DG k-modules and thus T(P,P)  is 
contractile. So the kernel of T(P,?) viewed as a functor .)~A --~ 24"-k contains P. Since 
it is a full triangulated subcategory of 24(A, the assumption then implies that it contains 
Q as well. So T(P, Q) is contractile. By considering the kernel of T(?, Q) we find in 
a similar way that T(Q, Q) is contractile. The second homotopy equivalence is proved 
similarly. [] 
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2. Invariance of cyclic homology 
2.1. Precyclic modules and mixed complexes. Kassel has defined the notion of a 
mixed complex [24] and associated a mixed complex with each cyclic module (cf. 
also [38, 2.5.13]). Following [42], we shall slightly modify this construction so as to 
make it functorial with respect o morphisms between cyclic modules which do not 
necessarily commute with the degeneracy operators. These arise from algebra homo- 
morphisms which do not respect he unit. We use the notations and terminology of [38] 
(in particular, we use the term 'precyclic' for what has also been called 'semi-cyclic'). 
If C is a precyclic module (=cyclic module without degeneracy operators) we as- 
sociate a mixed complex M to C as follows: The underlying DG module of M is the 
mapping cone over (1 - t) viewed as a morphism of complexes (C,b I) --+ (C,b). So 
its underlying module is C O C; it is endowed with the grading whose nth component 
is C,, ~ Cn-1 and the differential is 
b l - t  
By definition, the operator B : M ~ M is 
I: °0]. 
If C is endowed with degeneracy operators, one easily checks that the morphism [1 (1 -  
t)s] yields a morphism of mixed complexes between M and (C,b,(l  - t ) sN) ,  which is 
the usual mixed complex associated with C. This morphism is an homotopy equivalence 
of the underlying DG modules and hence induces isomorphisms in Hochschild and 
cyclic homology. Note that M is functorial with respect o morphisms of preo'clic 
modules and that this does not hold for (C,b, (1 - t ) sN) .  
2.2. The mixed derived category. Let us recall Kassel's interpretation [24] of mixed 
complexes: Let A be the DG algebra generated by an indeterminate r, of chain degree 1 
with e2 = 0 and de =- 0. The underlying complex of A is 
. . .0 --~ k~: ° k ---~ 0 .... 
Let C be a right DG module over A and put 
Bc := (-1)Pce,, bc := dc, c E C p. 
Then (C,b,B) is an (unbounded) mixed complex, and in this way the category of 
(unbounded) mixed complexes identifies with the category of DG A-modules. The 
(Hochschild) homology HH,C  identifies with H *C. By [24, Proposition 1.3], we 
have a canonical isomorphism 
HC,C  ~ H-* (C  @L k), 
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where k denotes the trivial left A-module. So both, Hochschild and cyclic homology 
descend to cohomological functors on the derived category 2A. We use the notation 
2..,[lix = ~A and call this the mixed derived cateqorv. Note that despite the notation, 
this is not the derived category of the abelian category of mixed complexes (the objects 
of this category would be complexes of mixed complexes ...). We still denote by HH, 
and HC, the corresponding cohomological functors on the mixed derived category. 
2.3. A blmodule eategory. Let A and B be DG k-algebras. Let hrep(A,B) be the full 
subcategory of the homotopy category ;~('(A °p @ B) formed by the DG bimodules X 
such that Xe is small (7.10) and closed (7.4) as a DG B-module. Clearly hrep(A,B) is 
a triangulated subcategory of :~'~(A °p 2R, B). Let 2; be the class of quasi-isomorphisms 
of hrep(A,B). It is worth noting that a morphism s :X  ~ Y of 2; induces a homotopy 
equivalence XB --, Y8 of DG B-modules ince both restrictions XB and YB are closed 
as DG B-modules. Clearly, 2; is a multiplicative system in the sense of Verdier [52]. 
We define rep(A,B) to be the localization of hrep(A,B) at 2; (compare with [25,26]). 
Observe that if C is a third DG k-algebra we have a well defined functor 
rep (A, B) x rep (B, C) ~ rep (A, C), (X, Y) ~ X <~s Y. 
Thanks to the following lemma, if A is closed as a DG k-module, then we may 
regard any DG A-B-bimodule whose imaqe in 2B  is small as an object of rep(A,B). 
The lemma also shows that if A and B are ordinary algebras which are projective 
over k, then Kassel's [25, 26] category Rep (A,B) identifies with a full subcategory of 
rep (A, B). 
Lemma. I rA  is closed as a DG k-module, then the canonical functor 
(A °p ® B) ---+ ~ (A °p @ B) 
induces an equivalence of rep (A, B) onto the full subcategory of ~ (A °p ~3 B) formed 
by the DG bimodules X such that Xs is a small in ~ B. Moreover, if C is flat as a 
DG k-module, the following diagram is commutative up to canonical isomorphism 
~B 
rep(A,B) x rep(B, C) - - ~  rep(A, C) 
~(A°P®B)  x~(B°P®C)  ,~ ~(A ® C). 
Proof. Since A is closed as a DG k-module, the bimodule A ~ B is closed as a DG 
B-module. It follows that Xe is closed for each closed DG bimodule X. It is then easy 
to check that the functor 
(A °p ~; B) ---* 24 ~ (A °p ~ B), X ~ pX 
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induces a quasi-inverse to the functor of the claim. To prove the second assertion, we 
consider the diagram 
pX @sPY X &)BPY 
; 1 
pX ~ Y X ~B Y. 
Here the top arrow is a quasi-isomorphism because C is flat as a DG k-module. The 
left vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism because A is flat as a DG k-module. The 
right vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism because XB is closed as a DG B-module. 
Thus the bottom arrow is a quasi-isomorphism. [] 
2.4. The cyclic functor. In analogy with Kassel's construction [25, 26], we define ALG 
to be the 'category' whose objects are the DG algebras A and whose morphisms 
A --~ B bijectively correspond to the isomorphism classes of  DG A-B-bimodules AXe 
of rep(A,B) (we write 'category' since these classes usually do not form sets). The 
identi o, of A is the class of AAA. The composition of AX8 with BY(" is the tensor 
product AX :~;B l')-. Let Alg be the category with the same objects as ALG and whose 
morphisms are the k-linear maps of  differential graded rings (not necessarily preserving 
the unit). A typical example of a morphism in Alg is the embedding 
[0 °1 A- -+.~omA(A@A,A@A) ,  a~ 0 " 
We have the canonical functor Alg ~ ALG which associates with a morphism ~ : A-~ B 
the bimodule qO(1A)BB with the A-B-action given by a.~p(1)b.b' := ~o(a)bb'. Note that 
0,BB with the action a.b.b ~ ~(a)bb ~ is not in general a bimodule in our sense since 
1 '~ 1 need not act by the identity. Note also that the functor Alg --~ ALG is not 
faithful. For example, it maps all inner automorphisms to the identity (if ~ : A --, A is 
conjugation by u then a ~-~ ua defines an isomorphism of A-A-bimodules AA.4 ~ ~pA,4). 
Let A and B be two DG algebras. Denote by Ko(A,B) the Grothendieck group of 
the triangulated category rep (A,B). We define ALG0 to be the category whose objects 
are those of ALG and whose morphisms A ~ B bijectively correspond to elements 
of Ko(A,B). The composition Ko(A,B) × K0(B,C) --~ Ko(A,C)  is induced by the 
tensor product over B. A K-theoretic equivalence is an isomorphism of ALG0. We 
have a canonical functor ALG --+ ALG0 which is universal among functors F from 
ALG to an additive category which satisfy F(Y)  = F (X)+ F(Z)  for all triangles 
X -~ Y ~ Z ---* SX of rep (A,B). 
Each DG algebra yields a cyclic module and each morphism of AIg yields a mor- 
phism of precyclic modules. By applying the construction of  2.1, we obtain a functor 
C : Alg ~ G(~tlix. 
Our aim is to extend it to a functor defined on all of ALG and then to show that 
it descends to a functor defined on ALG0. We have to define the morphism C(X)  
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associated with a bimodule Afl(B which is small and closed over B. For this, consider 
the morphisms of DG algebras 
A ~ .~/omB(B~-~X,B@X) ~ B 
given by 
:~x(a)(b,x) = (O, ax) and [3x(b')(b,x) -= (b'b,O). 
By 7.10, the DG B-module Xe is contained in the smallest full triangulated subcategory 
of .~B containing Be and closed under forming direct summands. So by gemma 1.2, 
C(flx) is invertible in 2,,~~ix. Thus, we have a well-defined morphism 
C(X)  "= C( f ix)  -1 o C(XX). 
in the mixed derived category. 
Theorem. (a) 7Yw morphism C(X) only depends on the isomorphism class of  X in 
rep(A,B). The assiqnment X ~+ C(X)  defines a functor extendincl 
C : A l9  --+ ~.#/& 
to the category ALG. Thiv extension is unique. 
(b) l f  X --+ Y ~ Z --+ SX is" a triancdle of  rep(A,B), then C(Y)  = C(X)  + 
C(Z). Hence C induces a junctor ALGo -+ ~, / / ix .  In particular, eyclic homolo,qy is 
invariant under K-theoretic equivalence. 
Remark. The image of fix in ALG is the class of the bimodule .~oms(B  :~X,B). 
We claim that this is an invertible morphism of ALG; indeed, its inverse is the class 
of B G~X by Lemma 1.2(b). So if X denotes the class of morphisms of AIg which are 
of the form fix or which are homotopy equivalences of the underlying DG k-modules, 
then the canonical functor AIg -+ ALG makes all members of X invertible. The proof 
of the theorem will show that an arbitrary functor defined on Alg and making all 
members of X invertible extends to a unique functor on ALG. We may therefore view 
ALG as the localization of  AI9 with respect o X. 
Proof. (a) Let X and X' be two isomorphic objects of rep (A, B). To prove that C(X)  = 
C(X') ,  we may assume that we are given a quasi-isomorphism s : X --+ X' of DG 
bimodules inducing a split surjection of the underlying graded bimodules. Let 
O __~ N _---~ XI '~ X --~ O 
be short exact. Note that the restriction N8 is contractile since s induces a homotopy 
equivalence A~ --~ XB. Let U C ~ome (B ,~ X t, B (~ X ' )  be the subalgebra formed by 
the f with f (N)C  N. We have a k-split short exact sequence 
0 --~ U ~ ~'~om~ (B QX ' .B  OX ' )  --~ 5¢t~OmB (N,B ~ X) --+ O. 
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The third term is contractile since N8 is contractile. Thus the inclusion bl " U --+ 
JPomB(B @X~,B @X ~) is an homotopy equivalence. Note that ~x, and fix, factor 
through bl and that moreover we have a commutative diagram 
~.'t" t f i x  I 
A ,8nde(B@X' ) ,  B 
a2 b2 
A ~U, B 
~X fix 
A , gml8 (B ® X ) ( B. 
Here C(flx,), C(fix) and C(bl) are invertible. Therefore, the same holds for C(b2) 
and C(bs). Thus, we have the identities 
C(X')  = C(fix,)- I  o C(~x,) = C(b2) 1 o C(a2) = C(flx) - j  o C(~x) = C(X). 
in the mixed derived category. 
Let us show that C(X ~s Y) = C(Y) o C(X). Consider the following commutative 
diagram of DG algebras 
B 
~ fl,~" 
A , &dB(B®X)  
C 
, gndc(C@ Y) +., 
, &dc(C@Y@X®eY) .  
Here the morphism 7 is the canonical inclusion and the morphism 6 comes from the 
action of 6;~da(B @X) on (B@X)  ~'B Y ~'  Y @ (X @B Y)- Since C(flx), C(fly) and 
C(;, fir) lie in Z, we can conclude that we have 
c( r )  o c(x )  = C(7 fir )-~ c(  6 ~¥ ) 
in ~./ / ix .  On the other hand, the commutative diagram 
A &x ~gndc(C®Y@X®BY)¢  ;'& C 
l oot1 
A ~x®r~&ldc(C®X®sY)*  &~r C, 
shows that C(X @8 Y) = C(7 fl Y )-  t C(6 ~x ). 
Let us show that .4AA is mapped to the identity in ~/ / ix .  Indeed, we have 
C(AAA) = C(AA @A AA) = C(AAA) o C(AAA) 
by what we just proved. On the other hand, it is clear from Lemma 1.2 that C(~A) and 
hence C(AAA) becomes invertible in ~¢{ix .  The claim follows. Note that the claim 
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implies C(ZA) = C(//A), which we will now use to show that C(~Bs) = C(~). Put 
X = ~Bs. Then by definition, we have C(X) = C([~x)-lC(~x), where the morphisms 
A ~ &Td~ (B @ ~p B) ~ B 
are given by 
[o o ] and 
2x "a~ 0 q~(a) 
We have :~x = cP o XA, where q~ is extended 'componentwise' to '2x2-matrices' .  Since 
C(~A) = C(/~A), we have C(~0 o '~A) = C(~o o/~A) and C(X) = C([~x) I o C(~o o [~A). 
The claim is now clear from the commutative diagram: 
A ~ ~B 
~nd~(A~A)  u, ,~nds(B@~oB). 
To prove unicity, we have to prove that the diagram 
A ~,,(~x) 8nds(B @X) 
A x ~B 
is commutative in ALG. Now we have 
can(/4x) = .~oms(B@X,B) ,  can(:zx) = ~om~(B@X,X) .  
By Lemma 1.2(b), we have 
can(~x) -1 = B @X 
and .~(om8 (B @ X,X) and B @X are inverse to each other in ALG. Thus, 
can (fix) -1 o can (:Zx) = X. 
(b) We may assume that the triangle comes from a short exact sequence of DG 
bimodules 
0~x~ r ~; z - ,0 ,  
which splits as a sequence of graded bimodules. Let T be the algebra of "upper trian- 
gular 2 x 2 matrices" with coefficients in B 
Endow the left A-module X @ g with the right T-action defined by 
(x, v) [ bo ' b'2 ] • := (xbii,i(xb12) + vb22). 
b22 
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Then X ~ Y becomes an A-T-bimodule. It is easy to check that it is small and closed 
over T. Consider the sequence of T-B-bimodules 
0 -+ Tell --~ Te22 --+ ret |./Te22 ---, O. 
If we tensor this sequence over T with X ~ Y we find the original sequence 
o~xAY~z~o.  
In particular, we have 
C(Y)  = C(Te22 @,9 (X @ Y)) = C(Te22) o C(X @ Y) 
and similarly for C(X)  and C(Z). So it will be enough to prove the claim for Tell, 
Te22 , T&22/Tell. NOW by Kadison's argument [23], the two canonical projections B ---+ T 
induce an isomorphism C(F) ~ C(B)~ C(B). It follows that the two canonical inclu- 
sions B -+ T induce an isomorphism C(B).'£~ C(B) -+ C(T).  Using these isomorphisms 
one easily verifies that 
C( Te22 ) = C( ]eel ) + C( Ye22/rel  ). 
2.5. Finite-dimensional algebras of finite global dimension. Suppose that k is a field 
and that A is a finite-dimensional 'ordinary' k-algebra of finite global dimension. Sup- 
pose moreover that Hom~(S,S) = k for each simple A-module S and that A/r is a 
product of copies of k, where r is the Jacobson radical of A. Let E C A be a semisimple 
subalgebra such that A = E ~? r. The last assertion of the following proposition was 
deduced by Igusa [22, Corollary 5.7] from results of Goodwillie [16] in the case of  a 
field k of characteristic zero. An important special case was first proved by Cibils [7]. 
Proposition. The inclusion E --+ A yields" a K-theoretic equivalence E ~ A. In 
particular, the canonical morphism C(E) ~ C(A) is an isomorphism in the mixed 
derived category and we have an isomorphism HC, (E )~,  HC,(A). 
Remark. For each i, let Pi -+ Si be a projective cover and let rad(P, ,pi)  be the space 
of non-invertible maps Pi ~ t~/. For each i, we have a canonical sequence 
/I 
rad(Pl,Pi ) ~, rad(Pi, P/) rad(Pi,Pi) ~ Ext](Si, Si) O, 
/= I 
where ~t(f ~, g) = f,q. According to a result of Cibils' [8, 2.1], we also have an exact 
sequence 
rad(pj ,P, )  '~ rad (Pi, P/) ~ ~rad(P / ,P i )  --~ HC0 (A)/HCo (E) -~ O, 
i , /=1 i=1 
where c?(f @ g) = fg  - 9./'. We conclude that we have a surjection 
HC0 (A)/HCo (E) ~ + Ext](&,&). 
; i 
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In particular, under the above hypotheses, the algebra A 'has no loops', i.e. we have 
Ext.~(Si,Si) = 0 for all i. An even stronger statement was first proved by Lenzing 
in [36]. We refer the reader to [22] for a proof of  the 'no loops conjecture' in more 
general situations. 
Proof. Let $1,...,S,l be a system of representatives of  the isomorphism classes of  
It simple A-modules and put X = ~i=1 Si. We identify HomA(X,X) with E and we view 
X as an E-A-bimodule. Since A is finite-dimensional of  finite global dimension, each 
simple A-module has a finite resolution by finitely generated projective A-modules. So 
X~4 is small in ~A. For each i, let Pi -+ Si be a projective cover. Put P* -- HomA(Pi,A) 
71 and let Y = Oi=1 P*- We view Y as an A-E-bimodule. 
We claim that C(Y)  is inverse to C(X).  Indeed, it is clear that 
~+ si ~A P* ~+ ~f 0, i ¢ j, (psi),~A P; 
.I [ k, i = j. 
So X ~2;A Y ~+ E and C(Y)  o C(X)  = 1. It remains to be shown that the images of ,4 
and Y,~,EX = ~n P* ~S i  in Ko(A,A) coincide. For this we note first that a DG 
i=1  
A-A-bimodule U is small iff UA is small in ~A. Indeed, A :~ A is clearly small as a 
right A-module and hence each small DG A-A-bimodule is small as a right A-module. 
To prove the converse, note first that A °p ,~, A is of  finite global dimension and hence 
that AAA is small in ~9(A °p ,~,:. A). Now the formula 
R.D~omA A (U, V) ~+ R.ff{ODIA--A (AAA,R,ff{~OmA (~-~4, F.4)) 
shows that U is small if UA is small. Thus, Ko (A,A) identifies with the Grothendieck 
group of the triangulated category of small objects in ~(A °p @ A) and hence with 
K0 (A op ~ A). Since A is finite-dimensional of finite global dimension and Hom A (Pi, Si ) 
= k for all i, we have an isomorphism 
K0 (A °p @ A) ~+ Homz(K0 (A),Ko (A)), 
which sends [U] to the map defined by P ~ P ~'A U, where P is a finitely generated 
projective A-module. Under this map, both A and Y ~'E X, correspond to the identity. 
[Z 
2.6. Equivalences in the flat case. Let A and B be DG k-algebras and X a DG A-B- 
bimodule which is closed over B. Recall that a DG k-module M is flat if the functor 
? ,~ M preserves acyclicity. Since M may be unbounded to the right, this is not, in 
general, equivalent o requiring that each M,I, n E Z, be a fiat k-module. 
Theorem. I rA  and B are fiat as DG k-modules and 
? ~L  X • ~A --+ ~B 
is an equivalence (~f 7.6), then X is small over B and C(X)  is invertible. 
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Remarks. (a) In the situation of  the theorem, we have HC.A ~ HC,B. In particu- 
lar, two derived equivalent algebras [49] have isomorphic cyclic homology (this an- 
swers a question of  Rickard's, who proved the corresponding statement for Hochschild 
homology in [49]). 
(b) If there is a quasi-isomorphism of DG algebras (p " A --* B, the functor 9. ~,L., B ' 
2A --, ~B is an equivalence for arbitra~ A and B (Example 7.6). So the theorem 
does not hold without some flatness hypothesis. 
(c) It is immediate to verify that an invertible morphism X of ALG yields an 
equivalence ? ¢-L x • ~A ~ ~B. Conversely, if the functor ? ,~,L X is an equivalence 
and the algebras A and B are closed as DG k-modules (i.e. the functor -~omk (A,?) 
preserves acyclicity), then X has an inverse as a morphism of ALG. To wit, it is 
given by the bimodule X r = p.h~orne (Xs, B), where p has to be taken in ,~(A °p '.~ B), 
cf. [30, 6.2]. So for the case where A and B are projective as DG k-modules, the 
theorem follows from Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. Note first that Xe A @A L X is small. Now' consider the morphisms of DG 
algebras 
A ~"~ cTnds(X) ~-~ ~nds(B~,X)< f~' B, 
where al is given by the left action of A on X and a2 is the canonical morphism, so 
that ~x = a2al. We will prove that C(:~x) lies in Z. Let us first show that a2 lies 
in X. Indeed, X~ A ,~,Lx is a small generator of 2B  so that by Lemma 7.10, the 
modules P = Xe and Q = BB satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2. 
To prove that C(al) is invertible we first note that A ~ dnds(X)  is a quasi- 
isomorphism. Indeed, thanks to the canonical isomorphisms (cf. 7.41) 
H"A ~ Hom~/A(A,S"A) and H'~om,  (X, SnX) ~- Hom~8(X,S'X),  
this follows from the full faithfulness of ?,~,Lx. The morphism al also induces quasi- 
isomorphisms between the tensor powers of  A and of c~nd, (X). Indeed, A is flat as 
a DG k-module by assumption, and the same holds for 6~TzdB (X), by the following 
lemma. 
2.7 Lemma. Let B be a DG k-alqebra which is fiat as a DG k-module. 
(a) I f  U and V are small closed DG B-modules, the functor ? ,~, ,gores(U, V) 
preserves acycliciO'. 
(b) Suppose moreover that k is coherent and of finite global dimension. I f  U 
and V are arbitrao' closed DG B-modules, the fimctor ? Y'k ,~om s (U, V) preserves 
ao~clicity. 
Proof. (a) The assertion is clear for U = V = B since then ,~¢om8 (U, V) = B and 
B is flat over k. Now fix U = B. Since V is contained in the smallest triangulated 
subcategory of ;(,~B containing B and closed under direct summands (Lemma 7.10), 
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we can conclude that ? ~k ,~omB (B, V) preserves acyclicity. If we now fix V and let 
U vary, we obtain the assertion. 
(b) If U is small, the class of V for which '~',~¢OmB (U, V) preserves acyclicity is 
clearly closed under forming direct sums. By (a) it therefore contains all closed V. 
Under our hypotheses on k, a product of flat DG k-modules is a flat DG k-module 
(cf. Appendix A.3). This implies that for fixed closed V the class of U for which 
,~J/OmB (~ V) preserves acyclicity is closed under direct sums. So this class contains 
all closed modules. 
2.8. Triangular matrices. Let B be a DG k-algebra which is flat as a DG k-module. 
Lemma. If 
P-4 BB ---+ Q---+ SP 
is a triangle of ,~B such that P and Q are small and closed and we have Honl,~B 
(P, SnQ) = 0 for all n E Z, then the morphism 
[C(P) C(Q)] : C(~ndB (P)) C(~fndB (Q)) ~ C(~dB (P @ Q)) ~- C(B) 
is an isomorphism of 2,~//ix. 
Proof. Let A = d)Td~(P~7)Q) and let X = P@Q viewed as a DG A-B-bimodule. Then 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.6 are clearly satisfied so that we have an isomorphism 
C(X) :  C(A) ~ C(B). 
Now let A0 C A be the DG subalgebra consisting of the morphisms f with f(P) C P. 
I f  we identify A with the 'algebra of matrices' 
dnds(P) ~ome(O,P)] 
.YC om B ( P, Q ) cfnd ~ ( Q ) ] 
then A0 corresponds to the subalgebra of 'upper triangular matrices' 
[ ~nd;(P) ,2#omB(Q,P) 
o~nd t~ (Q ) j " 
The inclusion A0 --+ A is a quasi-isomorphism because ,~'ome (P,Q) is acyclic (since 
its nth homology identifies with Hom,jB(P, SnQ)). By Lemma 2.7, the functors ?'~,A0 
and ? f)A preserve acyclicity and thus C(Ao)~ C(A). The method of Kadison's [23] 
(cf. [38, 1.2.15]) shows that the inclusion 
[ ~nd;(P) 0 dndB(Q) l C [ ~'d; (P) '//£°m~(o'P)d;nd~(Q) ] 
induces an isomorphism C(~ndB(P))~ C(d~dB(Q)) 2+ C(Ao). It is clear that the 
composition 
C(~nctB(P)) ~, C(~nde(Q)) ~ C(Ao) ~ C(A) ~ C(B) 
has the components C(P) and C(Q). [] 
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2.9. A split exact sequence. Let A, B and C be DG algebras which are flat as DG 
k-modules and 
ALB~C 
a sequence of ALG (recall from 2.4 that morphisms of ALG are isomorphism classes 
of certain DG bimodules; by abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol to refer 
to a bimodule and to the corresponding morphism of ALG). Write TL for 9 ~L L and 
• '< '  m 
Z~t for ? ~L M. Suppose that the associated sequence 
0- -+~A r ,~2BZ2+~C~0,  
is exact, i.e. Tc is fully faithful, TM c Tc = 0 and TL induces an equivalence 
2B/TL(2A) ~ 2C. 
Proposition. (a) The object ~ome (L,B) is small in 2,A if and only f f '~Omc (M,C) 
is small in ~B. 
(b) I f  J~omB(L,B) is" small in 2A, the sequence 
C(A) (~) C(B) c(.,~{) C(C) 
is split exact in ~,/ i ix .  
Proof. The functor TL admits the right adjoint IlL = .)f~om8 (L, ?) and the functor T~,I 
the right adjoint HM = JUFomc(M.?). It then follows from [52, Ch. 1, Section 2, n ° 6] 
that the adjunction morphisms fit into a triangle 
TLHLB ~ B ~ H,~t TMB --+ STLHL. 
and that 
Hom ~8(TLHLB, S"HM T~tB) = 0 
for all nEZ.  
Let us prove (a). Suppose that HLB is small. Then it belongs to the smallest 
triangulated subcategory of ~A containing A and closed under forming direct sum- 
mands (7.10). Since LB = TLA is small, it follows that TLHLB is small. By the triangle, 
it follows that H,~,tTMB is small. We claim that then HMC has to be small. Indeed, 
TMB is a small generator of ~C: It is a generator because y~ : 2B --+ 2C is the 
localization functor and it is small because TM has the adjoint H,~t which commutes 
with infinite sums since Mc is small. So C is contained in the smallest riangulated 
subcategory of 2C  containing TMB and closed under forming direct summands (7.10). 
Theretbre, if H.~fT,~tB is small, the same holds for H,~¢C. 
Conversely, suppose that H.~sC is small• We have just seen that T~tB is small. So it 
is contained in the smallest riangulated subcategory of ~C containing C and closed 
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under forming direct summands. So H,~tT~C is small as well and so is TLHLB. Hence 
HLB is small, since TL is fully faithful and commutes with infinite direct sums. 
Let us prove (b). Put P = pTLHLB and Q = pHAtT~B. We will show that the 
sequence P --- B ~ Q --~ SP satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 and that we have 
the following commutative diagram in ALG: 
A L >B M >C 
~nd[(L) L ~! M .~C 
o~ul~(P) e , , O ~fnds(Q) 
where the vertical morphisms are invertible. The assertion is then clear. 
We have seen in the proof of (a) that P and Q are small. So the assumptions of 
Lemma 2.8 are satisfied. 
We claim that P and LB may be obtained from one another by shifts, extensions 
and forming direct summands. By Lemma 1.2(b) this will imply that ~¢fom~(P,L) 
and .~om,  (L,P) are inverse to each other in ALG, and that the lower left square of 
the above diagram is commutative, It suffices to show that P and LB are both small 
generators of TL(~A) ~- @A (7.10). This is clear for LB. We already know that P 
is small. To prove that it is a generator, take M E ~A. Then TLM may be obtained 
from B by applying shifts, extensions and infinite sums. Hence the same holds for 
TLM -~ TLHLTLM with respect o P -~ TLHcB. 
Let us prove that A --. gnd, (L) induces an isomorphism in Hochschild homology. 
Indeed, since TL is fully faithful, the morphism A --~ gnd, (L) is a quasi-isomorphism 
so that our claim follows from Lemma 2.7. 
Finally, we have to prove that Q~BM becomes invertible in ~Wix .  By Lemma 2.6, 
it is enough to show that the bimodule Q ~¢~ M yields an equivalence ~O2dB (Q) 
~C.  Indeed, this functor maps B to T~tB, which is clearly a small generator for ~C ~- 
2B/TL(~A). Since we have Hom~,(TLX, Q) : 0 for all X ~ ~A, we have 
Horn ~/B(Q, SnQ ) -~+ Horn (~t~)/T~ ( A)(Q, S n Q) 
and, therefore, 
H"d~ndB (Q) ~ Hom~n(Q,S"Q) ~ Horn ~,c(Q ~B M,S~Q '~'8 M). 
This implies that Q '~e M yields a fully faithful functor. [] 
3. Localization for DG algebras 
3.1. Statement of the theorem. We use the notations of Section 2.4. Assume moreover 
that k is left coherent of finite global dimension and that A, B, and C are DG algebras 
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which are flat as DG k-modules. Recall that we write TL for the functor ? ~.L L if L 
is a left A-module. The following theorem will be proved in Sections 5 and 6. 
Theorem. IrA ~ B M --+ C is a sequence o f  ALG such that the derived sequence 
O --+ ~A r,~ ~B r,, ~C ~ O 
is exact, then there is a canonical trianqle 
C(A) c{L) C(B) C(M) C(C)  ~ SC(A) 
in the mixed derived category. 
3.2. Remarks. (a) In particular, Hochschild and cyclic homology of the three algebras 
are related by a long exact sequence, thanks to the interpretation of Hochschild and 
cyclic homology as cohomological functors on the mixed derived category (cf. 2.1). 
(b) We point out that an exact sequence 
0- - ,  C~/A T~ ~ ~B-~+ 2C___+ 0 
always gives rise to a recollement setup in the sense of [2, 1.4]. The correspondence 
with the paradigmatic categories i  as follows: 
2B ~ 2+ (X),  ~A +-+ 2+ (U)  (sic!), ~C ~ 2+ (F), 
where X is a ringed topological space, F a closed subset of X, U the complementary 
open subset, 2 + (X) the right bounded derived category of sheaves of modules over 
the ringed space X, etc. The correspondence b tween functors is as follows: 
j! +--,?,~L , j *  ~ R~ComB(L,?)~+? ~L Lr, j ,  ~-* R~omA(LT ,? ) ,  
i* ~-~ ? .~,L M, i ,  +-+ R~f~omc(M,?)  ~?,~,L  Mr ,  i! ~+ R#~om~(MT,?) ,  
where L r = .XFOmB (L,B) and M T = .~fbmc (M,C)  (recall that LB and Mc are small 
and closed). 
Conversely, if A, B and C are 'ordinary' algebras which admit a recollement setup 
between their derived categories, then there is an exact sequence as above. This follows 
readily from K6nig's theorem [35] using [29]. More precisely, if in K6nig's notations 
we have a recollement setup 
4---- +----- 
2 (ModB) ~_ ~ (ModA) ~_ ~- (ModC) ,  
given by triples of adjoint functors ( i* , i , , i  !) and " '* " (j!,j , j , ) ,  where 
i, : ~- (ModB)  --, 2 - (ModA)  and j* : ~- (ModA)  ---+ ~ (ModC), 
then we have an exact sequence 
0+---~B r~i ~A~ 2C~- -0  
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(note the reversal of the arrows), where M8 is isomorphic to i*A A and LA is isomorphic 
to j!B8 (we do not claim that j! is isomorphic to TL or that i* is isomorphic to TM). 
So we have a triangle 
SC(C)  ~-- C(B) +--- C(A) ~-- C(C)  
in the mixed derived category. According to 2.9, this triangle splits if Rg#orn8 (M,B)  
is small over A. This latter condition holds for example if, in K6nig's terminology, 
the recollement setup possesses a symmetric recollement [35, Theorem 3]. We refer 
to [35] and the references therein for a number of examples of recollement situations 
in the context of finite-dimensional gebras. 
(c) Suppose that k is afield. Let A and B be DG algebras and L a DG A-B-bimodule 
such that L8 is small and closed, so that L gives rise to a morphism of ALG. Suppose 
that TL : ~A ~ ~B is fully faithful. Then, one can f ind a DG algebra C and a 
B-C-bimodule M such that Mc is small and closed and the sequence 
0 ~ ~A r; 7",; ~ ~B ---~ ~C-+0 
is exact. Indeed, we may assume that L is closed over  A °p @ B so that the functors 
Tz =? ':g,4 L and HL = ~om8 (L,?) preserve acyclicity and TLK is closed for each 
DG A-module K (k is a field !). For a DG B-module N denote by (b : TLHLN -+ N 
the adjunction morphism. Let M I be the mapping cone over q~ : TLHtB --~ B. Note 
that M 1 is closed over B and that it inherits a left B-module structure. We put C =-- 
WomB(Mr ,  M ') and we choose for M a DG bimodule which is closed over B °p ;~ C 
and quasi-isomorphic to Yfom c (M',  C). 
3.3 Examples. (a) In the situation of 2.8, we can apply the theorem to A = d~qdB (pP),  
C = dndB(pQ) and the bimodules M = ,>UCome (P,B) and L = o,~otn8 (Q,M). 
(b) The theorem also holds for small DG categories instead of DG algebras, as 
our proof will show. This allows us to establish the following link with Wodzicki's 
theorem [57]: Let B be an ordinary flat k-algebra and I c B an ideal with idempotent 
local units (i.e. such that for each finite family of elements ai of I there exists an 
idempotent u = u 2 E I such that uai = aiu = ai for all i). We assume that I is flat 
over k as well. We can then consider the category .Y whose objects are the idempotents 
of I and whose morphisms u --~ u' are in bijection with ulu'. The ideal 1 yields an 
o¢-B-bimodule and it is easy to check that the sequence 
O~ ~ ~' ,~/~ ~(B,," I) -~0 
is exact. Hence, the theorem yields a triangle 
C(Y)  ~ C(B) -~ C(B,/I) ~ SC(Y)  
in the mixed derived category. We refer to 5.4 for the definition of  C(~) .  We have 
a canonical isomorphism C(,S) ~ C(I )  and the sequences in cyclic and Hochschild 
homology induced by the triangle identify with those of [57]. Now suppose I C B is 
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an arbitrary H-unital ideal and C = B/'I. Let ~! C 2B  be the kernel of the functor 
~,L C :@B --, ~C.  Then one can show that the sequence 
O--~ J#--~ ~B-+ ~C-~ O 
is an exact sequence of triangulated categories. In general, however, ~?l need not he of 
the form ~/  for a DG category ,.~/. A counterexample is given in [31]. 
(c) We refer to the next section for the example of localization of an ordinary 
algebra with respect o a multiplicative set. 
4. Localization at a left denominator set 
4.1. Rings of left fractions. As in Section 3.1, suppose that k is coherent and of finite 
global dimension. Let B be an (ordinary) k-algebra which is flat over k. Suppose that 
SCB is a left denominator set, i.e. it satisfies (cf. [14, 11]) 
• 1 ES ,  SSCS.  
• ForsES  and bEB,  there are tES  and cEB such that cs=tb .  
• If b C B and s E S satisfy bs :- 0 there is t C S such that tb = O. 
Then there is an algebra B[S - i ]  and an algebra homomorphism B --+ B[S -1] univer- 
sal among all algebra morphisms making the elements of S invertible. Moreover, the 
elements of B[S 1] may be taken to be left fractions s - ib ,  i.e. equivalence classes 
(sib) of  pairs (s ,b)  modulo the relation which identifies (s ,b)  with (s ' ,b ~) if there are 
c,c ~ E B such that cs = c~s I belongs to S and cb = c~b ~. 
In other words, if 2; denotes the category whose objects are the B-module homo- 
morphisms 
),(s) : B --+ B, b ~-~ sb, s E S 
and whose morphisms are the commutative 'triangles' 
B:~B 
II + ;<b) 
where s,t E S, b c B, then B[S - l ]  identifies with the colimit of the functor F : 2; --+ 
ModB,).(s) ~-+ range ().(s)). The axioms above imply that 2; is filtered. So B[S - i ]  : 
lira F is fiat as a right B-module (and as a k-module). 
. - -+  
We have a pair of adjoint funetors 
Mod B 
?~Pn[s ~l 1 lre-~ 
Mod B[S-  I ]. 
Note that the tensor product functor ? ,~9 B[S -1] is not exact in general; it is exact if 
S also satisfies the axioms for a right denominator set. Hence in general, ModB[S -1] 
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will not identify with a localization of the abelian category ModB. However, as we 
will see below, the derived category ~B[S  - l ]  always identifies with a localization of 
5~B. 
Now for each s C S, let L(s) be the complex 
2(s) 
. . . .  O - - *B -~B- -~O- - -+ ' "  
concentrated in (cochain) degrees 0 and l, where 2(s) denotes left multiplication by 
s. For s,t ~ S, put A.,.t = ~omB(L( t ) , L (s ) )  and let 
A = OAs .~.  
s,t~S 
The composition of graded maps makes A into a differential graded algebra (without 
unity), which identifies with a subalgebra of  
In particular, the module X = @t~s L(t) has a natural structure of DG A-B-bimodule. 
Proposition. (a) The sequence 
O-~A TZ~B - -~ ~B[S-  ~0 
is" exact. There is a canonical triangle in the mixed derit'ed category 
C(A) c!x~ C(B) c~Bts-'> C(B[S_~]) ~ SC(A). 
(b) I f  S' C S is a subset such that each s ~ S is product of  elements of  S' and i f  
A' = (~s.t~s, A.~.t and X'  = @,es'  L(t), then statement (a) also holds for  A' and X '  
instead of  A and X. 
Remark. Of course, the DG algebra A is unique only up to derived equivalence. In 
more particular situations, there will be DG algebras with more concrete descriptions 
which are derived equivalent o A. We give two examples of  this. 
Examples. (a) Let k be a field of  characteristic zero, B = k[x] and S = {1,x,x 2... .  }. 
Then of course B[S -J] = k[x,x-~]. There are (very) many DG algebras A such that 
one has an exact sequence 
0 --+ 2A  ~ 2k[x] --~ ~k[x,x - I  ] -40.  
The most natural choice for A is probably the algebra whose underlying complex is 
• - .~0~k. l  ~k .~0~. - . ,  
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where 1 is in (cohomological) degree 0, ~ is in degree 1, the differential and the 
multiplication of A vanish. There is a DG A-B-bimodule X whose restriction to B is 
homotopy equivalent to a projective resolution 
P = (o -~ k[x] Z+ k[x] ~ O) 
of the trivial k[x]-module k concentrated in degree 0. Moreover, the action of ~ E A 
corresponds to a generator of Ext~[x](k, ). The derived functor associated with X yields 
a fully faithful embedding of ~A into ~B whose image is the triangulated subcategory 
with infinite sums generated by the trivial k[x]-module k. In fact, this subcategory is
the kernel of ~k[x] --+ ~k[x,x-1]. 
If one forgets the grading, A is just the algebra of dual numbers. By modification of 
the degrees one gets, if char k = 0, that HC,(A) = k[u] ~,k[w], as a graded k-module, 
where u is of (homological) degree 2 and the second factor k[w] is concentrated in
(homological) degree -1.  In the associated sequence 
HC,(A) --~ HC,(k[x]) --~ HC,(k[x ,x - I ] )  ~ HC,_I (A), 
the first arrow vanishes and the sequence splits. 
(b) Suppose that B is an ordinary commutative algebra. Let Y be the closed subset 
o fX  = Spec(B) defined by an ideal generated by a finite family f = (fl . . . . .  f,,) of 
elements of B and let U be the complement of Y. Let S be the multiplicative system 
generated by f l  . . . . .  j~. Then ~B and ~(Bs)  identify with the (unbounded) derived 
categories ~X resp. ~U of quasi-coherent sheaves on X resp. U (cf. [3]). For any 
m > 0, the kernel ~?/ of the quotient functor is generated [3] by the Koszul complex 
t/ 
L( f  m) = (~L( f ;~) .  
i--I 
We put 
L* Y m = L( f  m) and Am = ~)~omB(Lm, Lm) = Lm ~B m 
Then we have an exact sequence of the required type. Note that for each m we have 
an isomorphism C(A~ ) --+ C(Am+I ) induced by the bimodule JUf om B ( Lm+l,Lm ). 
Proof. (a) Let ~ C ~B be the kernel of the functor 
L=L(?@BB[S  I ] ) :~B_+~B[S  1]. 
We will first show that L induces an equivalence from ~B/~ onto ~B[S 1]. For this 
let R : 2B[S  -t  ] --+ ~B be the restriction functor. We may view R as the right derived 
functor of the (exact) restriction functor at the module level. This latter functor is right 
adjoint to ?,~.8 B[S-1]. Thus, R is right adjoint to L (cf. for Example [33]). To prove 
that we have the equivalence 2B/~/~ ~B[S 1] it is therefore nough to show that R 
is fully faithful (8.1a). In other words, we have to show that the adjunction morphism 
LRM ---, M is invertible for each M E ~B[S-1].  Since both, L and R, commute with 
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infinite sums, it is enough to check this for the generator B[S -1] of ~B[S- t ] .  In this 
case, the adjunction morphism is the canonical morphism 
B[S- ' ]  ~:L B[S- ' ]  -~ 8[S-']. 
It is invertible because B[S -1] is flat as a right B-module. Thus the sequence 
o -~ ~ -~ ~B r~ '~B[S-~]  ~ 0 
is exact. We will now show that Tx induces an equivalence 2A ~ ~?/. By [30, 4.1], 
it is enough to show that the L(s), s C S, are closed and small and generate ~?l. Now, 
up to a shift, L(s) is the mapping cone over 2(s) : B --+ B viewed as a morphism 
between B-modules concentrated in degree 0. So L(s) is closed and small. Clearly, 
L(s) belongs to ~k' for each s E S. Let '~' C 8 /be the smallest riangulated subcategory 
of ~ containing the L(s) and closed under forming infinite sums. We claim that 'J~P 
contains the complex 
L~ = ( . . .  -~ 0 --+ B --+ B[S -~] --+ 0 -~ . . . ) .  
Indeed, for each s E S, we have a canonical morphism L(s) --+ L~ given by the 
diagram 
B ;.(s) ~ B 
l ,~(s -~ ) 
B ~B[S -~] 
and these morphisms yield an isomorphism between L~ and the direct limit of the 
L(s), s C S. It follows that L~ belongs to ok '~ by 8.2. On the other hand, L~ generates 
J// by Lemma 8.1(b) since B generates ~B. 
(b) By the octahedral axiom, the triangulated subcategory generated by the L(s), 
s E S/, contains all the L(s),s E S. Now the claim follows from the proof of (a). [] 
4.2. Analytic isomorphisms. Keep the assumptions on k from Section 3.1. Let Bi and 
B2 be two fiat k-algebras and Sl CB1, $2 CB2 two sets of left denominators. Let AI 
and A2 be the associated DG algebras constructed as in Section 4.1 so that we have 
an exact sequence 
0 ~ ~A1 ~ ~BI  --+ ~BI [S (  ~] -+ O, 
and similarly for B2. Suppose that f : B1 ~ B2 is an algebra homomorphism such that 
(a) f (S l )  = $2 and 
(b) for each s c ST, the map f yields a quasi-isomorphism 
0--+B1 ;.(s)> BI I+ 0 
0 -+ B2 ;.(s) B2 - - '  0 
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These conditions hold if f is an analytic isomorphism along S in the sense of Weibel- 
Yao [55]. Indeed, in this case, condition (c) of the following lemma is satisfied by 
Proposition 5.1 of [55]. 
Lemma. Condition (b) is equivalent o the jollowing condition: 
(c) f induces a quasi-isomorphism 
O--~ BI --~ BI[S 1]--~0 
~L ~L 
0~B2 --+ B2[S 1] --+0. 
Proof. The complex 
0 ~ Bi -+ Bi[Si -1] ---+ 0 
is the filtered direct limit of the complexes 
0 ~ Bi ;(~/Bi ---, 0 
in the category of complexes of Bi-modules (4.1). Thus condition (b) implies (c). To 
prove the converse, consider the cube 
f B 
f 
• . B,[S, ' ] -  f ,, B2[$2' ]
BI[S l 1] f • B2192 l] 
We want to show that the (total complex associated with the) top face is acyclic. 
Since the bottom face is contractile, it is enough to show that the whole cube is acyclic. 
This is clear since the front and the back face are acyclic by assumption. 
4.3. Excision. Keep the notations and assumptions of Section 4.2. 
Lemma. (a) The morphism f induces a quasi-isomorphism A1 --~ A2. In particular, 
we have an isomorphism C(A1) ~ C(A2) in ~, / / i x .  
(b) There is a canonical 'l~layer Vietoris triangle' in ~Wix  
C(BL ) ~ C(B2)~ C(BI[S[-I]) --~ C(B2[$21]) --~ SC(Bt ). 
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Proof. The complex (Al)s,r is isomorphic to the total complex associated with the 
square 
).(t) 
Ai ----+ Ai 
#l,') 1 ~ p(,,', 
AI ~ dl 
where p(s) denotes right multiplication by s. By regarding the rows, we see that 
condition (b) implies that f induces a quasi-isomorphism (A1).~,t --+ (A2).~,t. 
To prove (b), we note that we have a morphism of triangles in (y~llix 
C(A~) ~ C(B~) ~ C(B~[S(-~]) - -  SC(A~) 
+ + ; ; 
C(A2) ~ C(B2) --+ C(B21821] )  ~ SC(A2) 
by Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3.1. By (a), the morphism C(AI) ~ C(A2) is inver- 
tible. The sequence appears as the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated (cf. [2, 1.1.13]) 
with the octahedron over the composition 
C(AI)--~C(B1)--+C(B2). [] 
5. Model categories 
5.1. Motivation. To prove Theorem 3.1, we introduce 'model categories', which are 
a slight generalization of categories of DG modules. We then prove the corresponding 
theorem for model categories. 
5.2. Definitions. Let .7 be a triangulated category with infinite sums, i.e. for each 
family (X,)isl of ,Y~, the coproduct Oi~l Xi exists in .7. It is then easy to check [28, 
6.7] that the coproduct underlies a canonical triangle functor O :  ~i~1 Y]~ --+ J~ where 
-7, ~ J for all i. 
A localizing subcategorv of .Y- is a full triangulated subcategory ~t! of W which is 
closed under forming infinite direct sums with respect o 3-. A set of generators./or ,Y- 
is a set of objects .~ C ,Y- such that ,Y- coincides with its smallest localizing subcategory 
containing W. An object X E ~Y-- is small if the functor Horn ¢(X,?) commutes with 
infinite sums. 
Let ~ be an exact category in the sense of Quillen [46]. We use the following 
terminology due to Gabriel-Roiter [13, Section 9]: admissible short exact sequence = 
conflation; admissible monomorphism : inflation; admissible pimorphism : deflation. 
We refer to [27, Appendix A] for a proof that Quillen's 'obscure axiom' is redundant 
and that each exact category fully and fully exactly embeds into an abelian category. 
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The morphism spaces of g' will be denoted by g(X, Y) or Hom~(X, Y). Suppose 
that g is endowed with the following additional structure: 
S1 For all X, Y E 6 ~ we are given a DG k-module .:Y{om ~ (X, Y) such that the pair 
(obj g',~4Com~ (,))  is a DG category. 
$2 There is given a functorial morphism 
Hom~(X, Y) ~ .Y{om~ (X, Y), X, Y C d, 
which makes the identity into a DG functor from the exact category g viewed as 
a DG category concentrated in degree 0 to the DG category (obj d, ,Y/ore ~ (,)). 
We assume that E is a model cateqor),, i.e. the following hold: 
P1 ~ is a Frobenius category [17] with infinite direct sums. The associated stable 
category ~ admits a set of small generators. 
P2 If X --~ Y ---+ Z is a conflation of ~, the sequences 
0 ---+ oCt~om~ (?,X) --~ ~'om e, (?, Y) -+ ~o,n  ~ (?,Z) --~ 0 
0 ~ o~om~ (Z,?) ---+ g/{om~, (Y,?) --+ ~om~ (X,?) --~ 0 
split in the category of graded g-modules (left resp. right modules with respect 
to the DG structure). Moreover, if I is projective-injective in g', the DG d- 
modules S¢0m ~ (?,•) and Jgom ~ (1, ?) are contractile. 
P3 The canonical morphism (which is well defined by P2) 
~(X,  Y) ~ H°~om~ (X, Y) 
is invertible if X is small in ~ and Y E g' arbitrary. 
P4 For all X, Y E ~, the functor ? ~ ,~om~ (X, Y) preserves acyclicity of DG 
k-modules. 
If g~ is another model category, a model f imctor F " ~ ---, ,~ is a pair consisting of 
an exact functor preserving projectivity and a DG functor such that the square 
(X, Y ) ---+ it?ore ~ (~ Y) 
g~ ~F 
~ (FX, FY)  ----+ .~om ~, (FX, FY)  
commutes. 
Denote by gb the full subcategory of ~ whose objects are the ones whose images 
in g_ are small, and by ~ a stable skeleton for ~6, i.e. a small full subcategory of g6 
whose image in g' is dense in the subcategory of  small objects of ~. By P1, a stable 
skeleton exists. 
Lemma. The functor 
_E ~ ,~p~, x ~ ~om~ (? ,X) l~ 
is a triangle equivalence. 
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Proof. Note first that by P2, we have a well-defined triangle functor F " ~ --~ .fir5 ~ 
mapping X to JCom~ (? ,X) [ J  ~. We claim that F commutes with direct sums. Let 
Yi)i-~l be a family of objects of ~. We have to check that 
is bijective for each n E Z and each X E ,9 "~. By P1 and P2, we have canonical iso- 
morphisms 
H'L~omz (U, V) ~ H ~ l~orn~ (U, SV), ~ / E ~, 
so that it is enough to consider the case n = 0. Since X is small in _E, the claim then 
follows from the commutative diagram 
OY ) 
T T~ 
On° om  (x, Y,). 
By definition, F maps the X E ¢9 ~ to free ,~-modules and it follows from P2 and P3 
that F induces bijections 
~ (X,S'~Y) ~ Horn y~ s/(FX, S~FY), X, Y E ,f/~. 
By 'infinite devissage' (cf. [30, 4.2b]), it follows that F is fully faithful. Since the 
X C ~" generate ~ and since they are mapped to free modules, the image of ~ under 
F is contained in ,J4p.Sf. [] 
Remarks. (a) Suppose that k is coherent of  finite global dimension and let ,¢/ be a 
small DG category such that ,~/(A,B) is a flat DG k module for all A,B E ,~. Let 
gp,~/ denote the preimage of J{p~/ in ~6~/. Then ~ ~6p,~/ is a model category in 
the obvious way (cf. [30], sections 1 and 2). In particular, each DG algebra A which 
is flat as a DG k-module gives rise to the model category (~pA. 
(b) It was proved in [30, 4.3] that if g0 is an exact category with property P1, there 
is always a triangle equivalence ~0 ~+ ~__ where ~ is a model category. 
5.3. Filtered objects. Let ~ be a model category. We define Fil(ef), the category of 
filtered objects, to be the category whose objects are the inflations 
i 
X0 -~ XI 
of g, and whose morphisms f • X ~ X I are commutative diagrams of 
Y 0 ~ X 1 
, x(. 
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By definition, a sequence X ~ Y /A Z is a conflation of Fi l(~) if each of its 
components (io, Po) and (it,pl) is a conflation of ~. For X,X' E Fil(g), we define 
J{omfill~)(X,X') to be the DG submodule of 
)gtg~OtH~ (Xo,X(~) @ ~otn  ~ (Xl,X() 
consisting of the (u0, ul ) with i' u0 = ul i. 
Lemma. Fil(d') is a model catego13,. 
Remark. By definition, the catego~T o[ cofiltered objects Cof(d)  is the category of 
deflations Xi ~ X2 of ~ endowed with the analogous exact structure and the DG 
structure such that ~omcofle,)(X,X') is formed by the (ut,u2) in 
¢~f()tH Cofi{) (Xl, X( ) @ ~OD'l Cot(g ) (X2, X~ ) 
such that u2 p = p' ul. We have a model functor 
Fil(d ~) --+ Cof(d°),(X0 ZXt )  ~ (X~ -+ Coki) 
which is an equivalence both of exact categories and of DG categories. Note that 
Cof(g)  ¢ Fil(g °p) and that gop is not even a model category (the notion of small 
object is not self-dual). 
Proof. It is easy to see that Fil (g) is a Frobenius category (cf. [27, Section 5]) and that 
an object of Fil(d') is projective-injective iff its components are projective-injective. 
It is clear that Fil (d) has infinite direct sums. We claim that it is generated by the 
objects (X ~ X) and (0 ---+ X), where X ranges over the small objects of g±. These 
objects are small since we have 
Fil (N)((X t X), Y) -+ ~(X, Y0), 
Fil (d) ((0 --+ X), Y) ~+ g(X, Y~ ). 
Clearly, the localizing subcategory they generate contains all objects (Y ~ Y) and 
(0 --~ Y), Y ~ d. The claim follows since for each Y E Fil (d) we have the conflation 
~'o L'Fo ,0 
Y0 J ,Y] ~ Cokj. 
In the sequel, we will write 
y;--+ y--+ yP 
for this conflation. 
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To prove P2, let X --+ Y --~ Z be a conflation of Fil (~). We form the diagrmn 
X; -~ Y; -+ Z; 
+ ; ; 
X ---~ Y - -+Z 
X p ~ yF' _+ Z p 
whose rows and columns are conflations of  Fil (o~). We have to show that the middle 
row of the following diagram is split exact as a sequence of  graded Fil (g)-modules: 
0 0 0 
0 --+ L,~omFi l (~)(? ,X2)  ~ -~,~omFil(~)(? , Y;~) ---, .~gomFit(~;)(?,Z;~)  0 
1 ; ; 
0--+ ~omFi l lg ) (? ,X )  --, JdomFil(a~(?,Y) -~ N/oml~il(~)(?,Z) ---+0 
+ ; ; 
0 -+ . )¢omvi t{a~(? ,X ; )  ~ -~V{OmVil(/,,.)(?, YP)  ~ .~Vt%mFil(z.)(?,ZP) ---+ 0 
, 1 ; 
0 0 0 
It will be enough to show that this holds for the top row, the bottom row, and all the 
columns. For U = (U0 2~ UI) E F i l (~) ,  we have 
.24¢om Fil(d;,, ) (U,X).) ~ ~oD1/;  (UI,X0) 
and .~4~omFil(e) (U, Xt,) ~, ¢~"om~ (Coku,X, )  
so that it is clear that the top row and the bottom row split. Let us show that the 
columns split. To do this for the first column, we choose a splitting p of the morphism 
.~otrt~ (?,X0) ~ ,k(gorn ~ (?,XI). 
Then it is easy to check that 
(uo,ul) H (uo, p(u,)) 
defines a splitting of 
~OFt7 Fil(g) (U,X) . )  --+ -~)¢Om vii(z) (U ,X)  
(which of course is functorial in U E F i l (g ) ) .  The assertion for the sequence 
0 --+ .2'~[fom Fil(d,) (Z, ?) --+ ott~omFil(~)(Y,?)  --+ .J{OmFil(d~)(X,?) --+ 0 
is proved similarly. 
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If  I is projective-injective in F i l (g)  then it is a direct sum of two objects of  the 
form (I0 ~ Ii ) and (0 --+ 11 ). Now we have for X = (X0 Z, X1 ) 
.;.~om vii (~) ((Io % Ii ) ,X ) ~ :h-'~om z (lo,Xo) 
~q~mvil(e,)((0 -+ h) ,X )  ~ .~om~ (h,X1) 
JtComFil(~ ) (X, Io -~ 11)) ~ -~om ~; (Yl, / l )  
.~'omvn(~,) (X,O --* l l )  ~ .Y{om~; (Coki, l~ ) 
so that the second condition of P2 is now clear. 
It is enough to prove P3 for X of the form (X0 ~+ XI ) resp. (0 --+ XI ). In the first 
case, we have a commutative square 
Fil (~) (X, Y)  ---* H° .~om vn ~) (X, Y)  
1 
(Xo, Yo ) ~ H ° ~Om A, (X0, Y0) 
and in the second case, we have a commutative square 
Fi l (d)  (X, Y) -~ H°o#om Vil(~)(X, Y) 
~ (Xi, Yi ) ~ H ° :~om ~ (Xi, Yi ). 
Finally, to prove P4, we may assume that X is of the form (X0 ~ Xt ) or (0 --~ X~ ) 
and similarly for Y. The assertion then easily follows from the corresponding statement 
for ~. [] 
5.4. Hochschild and cyclic homology of model categories. We leave it to the reader 
to generalize the definitions and results of Sections 1 and 2 from DG algebras to small 
DG categories. In the sequel, we will assume this generalization has been carried out. 
For example, the precyclic chain complex C(.~/) associated with a small DG category 
~ has the components C(,~/),, given by 
G-#°m ~j (A n-L, A,, ) '.~ ~ 'om .~/ (A,,_ 2, A,,_ 1 ) 
6 . •. :~ .~om ~/ (A i, A 2 ) @~ J~:Ol?l v/ (A n, A I ), 
where the sum ranges over all sequences A1,A2,. . . ,A, ,  of objects of .e/. Note that 
this sum is well defined since .~_/ is small. The cyclic operator and the degeneracy 
operators are given by the usual formulae. The homology of the total complex is the 
Hochschild-Mitchell  homoloqy of ~ (cf. [44]). 
Let g be a model category. For each stable skeleton 5T of dt, we have a precyclic 
chain complex C(Cf) (defined using the DG structure of 6)  and if ,9" C Y~ are two 
skeleta, we have a canonical morphism C( J )  --+ C(SP'). Lemma 1.2 shows that it 
is invertible in ~, ,#ix .  In particular, if cf and 5 ~ are two stable skeleta, we always 
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have a canonical isomorphism C(~)  --, C(5 ~') of  ,~ / ix  defined by the commutative 
diagram 
c(~)  ~ c(,_~ ~ u .y')  
l 41 
c (Y )  :~ c (~ u .~') 
So if we define C(g  b) := C( J )  for some fixed stable skeleton ,9 '~ of gb, we obtain a 
precyclic object well defined up to canonical isomorphism in ~, f l i x .  
It is important to note that this construction is different from the one used by 
McCarthy in [42] to define 'naive' cyclic homology HC;~. Indeed, our construction 
entirely relies on the differential graded structure of ~, which is not present in the 
categories considered by McCarthy. 
Let F " g -+ ~t be a model functor preserving smallness of objects, i.e. taking C b to 
~,b. We complete the image of a stable skeleton 5 ~ of gb under F to a stable skeleton 
o9 ~1 of g~b. Then F yields a morphism of precyclic objects C(5 e) ~ C(O°~). Thus, 
by composition with the canonical isomorphism, F yields a well-defined morphism 
C(F)  : C(,~ b) ~ C(g ~b) of ~ot/ ix.  One easily checks that this yields a functor from 
model categories to ~,£/ ix .  
Suppose that F " E --+ g~ is a model functor inducing an equivalence ~' -~ g--. Then 
by Lemma 5.2, the morphism 
~/om ~ (X, Y) -~ .~om ~,, (FX, FY)  
is a quasi-isomorphism for all X, Y E ~h. By property P4, this implies that if 5 P is 
some stable skeleton of  ~eb, the induced morphism of precyclic chain complexes 
C(5 ~) --~ C(FSf )  
is a quasi-isomorphism, hence that 
C(F)  " C(g  b) -~ C(~¢ 'b) 
is invertible in ~ J / i x .  
Let F1,F2 " d --~ g,i be two model functors and ~p • F1 --~ F2 a morphism of the 
underlying functors between exact categories uch that 
~pX • F IX  -~ F2X 
is a deflation which becomes invertible in .~' for each X E ~. 
Lemma. We have C(FL ) = C(F2) in ~l~/ ix.  
Proof. Let ~+ C Cof (d  ~) be the full subcategory on the deflations X = (X1 ---, )(2) 
which become invertible in E.__~' (equivalently, which have a projective-injective k rnel). 
It is easy to see that ~_ with the structure inherited from Cof (d  ~) becomes a model 
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category. Let P1, P2 and F be the model functors 
X : c~ ---+ ~+, X ~ (F ,X  ~x F2X). 
Clearly, PI F = FI and P2F -- F2. Since C(?) is a functor, it suffices to prove that 
C(PI ) = C(P2) in ~.~,{/ix. Now let D be the model functor 
D'~-~' ,  X~(X  ZX) .  
It is easy to see that D induces an equivalence ~ ---, g' .  Thus C(D) is invertible in 
~J / ix .  Since PI D = P2 D (both are the identity), we can conclude that C(PI)  = 
C(P2). [] 
5.5. DG algebras. Let A be a DG algebra and d o the model category ~;pA. If  we 
compute C(F b) using a stable skeleton containing AA, we obtain a morphism C(A)--* 
C(d b) of precyclic modules whose image becomes invertible in 2 J / i x .  To see this, 
we use Lemma 5.2 and the fact that C(?) viewed as a functor from DG categories to 
precyclic modules commutes with direct limits. 
If AXB " A -~ B is a morphism of ALG, then ? @A X " ~'pA --+ C~pB is a model 
functor preserving smallness of objects and we have a commutative diagram of 2~//ix 
c (a  ) c(x) ~ C(B) 
1 1 
C((%A)b) c(~®~x) C((%B)~) 
whose vertical morphisms are invertible. Thus the functor C defined in this section 
extends the one of Section 2.4. We leave it to the reader to adapt these remarks to the 
case of  DG categories. 
5.6. The localization theorem for model categories. Let 
F G 
be a sequence of model categories and model functors commuting with direct sums 
and preserving smallness of  objects. 
Suppose that F : .d ° ---+ J is fully faithful, that G F = 0 and that _G_G induces an 
equivalence ~, , ' F ( ( )  ~ ~. 
Theorem. There is a canonical triangle 
b C(F) C(do ) ~ c(yb)c~c~ C(~ b) ~ sc(• b) 
in the mixed derived category. 
By Section 5.5, this generalizes Theorem 3.1. 
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6. Proof of the localization theorem for model categories 
6.1. Lifting the exact sequence. By assumption, the sequence of stable categories 
0 ---~ C F a - ~  - - ,~0  
is exact, but the sequence 
0 ~ 8 ~.¢ -  c '~N~0 
need not be exact in any sense. Usually, we will even have G F ~ 0. We shall therefore 
replace 8, ~ ,  and N by model categories with equivalent stable categories o as to 
have an 'exact sequence' even before the transition to the associated stable categories. 
This would not be possible if we were to work with categories of DG modules only. 
Let .Y- C ~- be the essential image of F and Y± C ~ the full subcategory on the 
objects Y E ~ with Hom.L(X,Y) = 0 for all X E J .  Let ,~ lcF i l (~)  be the 
category whose objects are the admissible monomorphisms 
xo 2~xl 
of .~- such that Xo E J and Coki E .7 ±. We endow -~1 with the exact structure 
and the DG structure inherited from FiI(W). We will prove below that Wl is a model 
category. 
Let 81 C Yl be the full subcategory on the objects X = (X0 / Xj ) with invertible 
i (invertible in Y !) and let aJl CY l  be the full subcategory on the X with X0 = O. 
Both inherit from -Yl the structure of model categories. The inclusion .~l C .~t admits 
the right adjoint X ~-* X p mapping X to 0 -+ Cok i. The functors 
.~l  ---+ Y ,  X ~ X1 
8 --+ 81,  X ~ (FX  I , FX)  
~1 --+ ~ , (0 --~ XI ) ~-+ GXI 
fit into a diagram of model categories and functors 
81 incl> ~1 P ~1 
T + + 
F G 
8 ~ ~ ~. 
Here vertical functors induce equivalences in the associated stable categories, the left- 
hand square is commutative, and the right-hand square is commutative up to the natural 
transformation 
G(X1)  --+ G(Cok (X0 ---+ Xl )) 
which is a deflation for each X E Yl and becomes invertible in ~_. By Lemma 5.4 
this diagram yields a truly commutative diagram in 2~,t/i,,c and we may thus replace 
the given sequence by the sequence 81 ---, Yl ---' N1. 
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Lemma. .~ l  is a model category, and the functor ~1 ---+ ~,X  ~ X I 
equivalence .~l ~ ~____. 
induces an 
Proof. It is easy to see that e~ is a Frobenius category. Let us prove that the functor 
F : .~  ~ ,7 ,X  ~ XI induces an equivalence .7~ ~ ~.  We claim that F is essentially 
surjective. By Brown's representability heorem (cf. e.g. [30, 5.2]) the inclusion 3- 
admits a right adjoint. Therefore (cf. [34, 1.1]), for each M E ;¢--, there is a triangle 
My ~ M --+ M ~-± ---+ SM~- 
of~ with Me E 3- and M :~-- E J~±. Let f • M~y ~ M be a preimage in ~ of 
the morphism My ~ M of ~-. Let j : M --~ I be an inflation with injective I. Then 
i = [ f  j]t : M7 ---* M • I is an object of  .~-1 whose image in Z is isomorphic to M. 
To prove that F is fully faithful, we note that for each Y E .~t, we have the conflation 
Y0 ,go ,0 
1' 1 
Yo ) YI , Cok i 
By devissage it is therefore enough to check that F induces bijections 
g~ (x,x') ~ Z (x~,x() 
when X and X '  are of  the type Y0 ~ YI or 0 ---+ Y1. For example, if X = (X0 ~ X1 ) 
and X'  = (0 ~ X( )  then clearly -~I(X,X ~) = 0. But since Xi +~- X0 E .Y- and 
X[ ~ Cok(0 -+X( )  E .y -a  we also have . JT(Xt,X[)  = 0 as well. The other three 
cases are left to the reader. 
It is now clear that ~1 satisfies PI. Properties P2-P4  immediately carry over from 
Fil(.~-) to -~1. [] 
6.2. Plan of the proof for the lifted sequence. We keep the notations of  6.1. We fix 
stable skeleta ~C ~,  JC~,  3-C(5~ with ~c  J and X p E J -  for each X E J .  
If we use these to compute the corresponding precyclic chain complexes, then the 
inclusion o~1 C ~1 and the functor p : ,Yl ~ ~1 induce morphisms of precyclic chain 
complexes 
(1) 
whose composition is zero, since X ° = 0 for each X E oe'l. By our flatness assumptions, 
C(incl ) is injective. To prove the assertion of Theorem 5.6, it will then be enough to 
show that the induced morphism CokC(incl ) --~ C(N~) becomes invertible in 2,~/lix. 
We will prove this by exhibiting an exact sequence of 5~-J-bimodules whose image 
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under the relative left derived functor of the tensor product ? g ,~ I, where I (X, Y) = 
5 ~ (X, Y), identifies with the image of the sequence (1) under the totalizing functor. 
The details of the general argument are given in 7.7. 
6.3. The bimodule sequence. For given Y E ~1, we have the conflation 
y;--+ y---~ yP 
Y0 .t 'Yo ,0 
Y0 i ,Y, ,Coki. 
If we apply .~om ~, (X, ?) to this conflation we obtain an exact sequence 
0 ---+ ffgom .7~ (X, Y;.) ---+ ffgom ~ (X, Y) ---+ Jdom .~, (X, YP) ---, O. 
Now we let X and Y vary in 5 ~, and view the above sequence as a sequence of 
.Y-.S-bimodules. We will now choose suitable relatively acyclic resolutions of the 
terms of the sequence. 
6.4. Resolution of the second and the third term. For the second term, we take the 
bar resolution with respect o Y. 
For the third term, note that we have an isomorphism 
fft%m.~, (X, YP ) ~ ~Om :~, (X p, YP). 
We take the bar resolution with respect o Y,  and view its terms as 5P-Sr-bimodules 
via the functor p. These terms are of the form 
@ Horn~< (G~, YP) ® Jgom % (Gn-1, Gn) 
~,. . .  ® fffom ~,;, (Go, G1 ) ~ Jgom ~,~ (X p, Go ), 
where the sum runs over all Go .. . . .  G~ of 3-. They are relatively acyclic for I by 
Lemma 7.8. Indeed, we have the isomorphism of ~-modules 
.~om~.e, (X p, Go) ~-* .YiCom .~, (X, Go) 
and here the right-hand side is closed as an ~-module by Lemma 5.2. 
6.5. Resolution of the first term. We consider the subcomplex of the bar resolution 
over ~ whose terms are the 
;tt%m a, (E,, Y;~) ® ~om a, (E , - I ,E , )  
®""  0 .~om e,, (Eo,EI ) ® ffforn ~, (X, Eo ), 
where the E0 ..... E~ run through ~. Since .~om~,, (X, Eo) is free over ~,  they are 
relatively acyclic for I by Lemma 7.8. If we had Y~ c~,  we could assume Y E ~, 
given by 
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and the sequence would admit a splitting over ~.  However, in general, Y;. will not be 
small in g__kl (nor in ~ l  ). To prove that the sequence always yields a relative resolution 
we replace Y;. by a variable Z E gl and consider the total complex of the augmented 
sequence 
. . . .  (~ 2/gom z~ (Eo, Z),~, ~om j~ (X, Eo ) --+ ~om y~ (X,Z) ---+ 0 . . . .  
as a triangle functor of Z E .81 with values in ffCk. Since X and the E, are small, this 
functor commutes with direct sums. It vanishes for Z E ~.  So it vanishes for each 
Z E ~1 and in particular for Is;.. This proves the assertion. 
6.6. Image under the tensor product. We now compute the tensor products over ~e 
with I of each of the relative resolutions we constructed. 
The image of the bar resolution of the middle term is the Hochschild complex, as 
is well known. 
We would like to show that the image of the resolution of the third and the first 
term also identify with the corresponding Hochschild complexes. 
The terms of the first resolution are sums of objects of  the form 
~¢om z~ (E~, Y;.) ® L g; .~om .~, (X, Eo) 
where X and Y denote 'variable objects' of  5 P and L is some DG k-module. The 
tensor product over .~  with 1 is isomorphic to 
.2ff~om ~-, (X, Eo ) '~'~/ .~q~ om ~,~ (E,,, Is;. ) ~ L. 
Since .Y~om~, (?,E0) is free over .9 ~, it is clear that the canonical morphism 
yi'~om .~, (X, Eo ) c~).~,~ o.~om ~, (E~, Y;~) ~ .~¢bm ~, (E,,, Eo ) 
is an isomorphism. It is now trivial to check that we do obtain the Hochschild complex 
with respect o .~. 
The terms of the third resolution are sums of objects of the form 
,~om~,;, (G,,, YP) @ L ,~, 2#~om~, (X p, Go) 
where X and Y denote 'variable objects' of  ~9 ~ and L is some DG k-module. The 
tensor product over 5 P~ with I is isomorphic to 
2¢{orn:~, (X p, Go) '~,../ 2/gom~, (G,,, YP),~:. L. 
We would like to show that the canonical morphism 
.~om~, (X p, Go)~'~ 2,~fom~,j, (G~, YP) ~ k fom~ (Gn, Go) 
is an homotopy equivalence. Now we have an isomorphism 
.9¢Orn~, (X p, Go) ~ .~om y, (X, Go), 
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and Go E ~l  (though Go is not necessarily small in Yl).  Moreover ~f~om% (G,, Y~') 
viewed as a functor of Y is a model functor .71 --+ "(k which induces a functor 
.~l_ ~ .)Ok commuting with direct sums. Now the claim follows by the 
Lemma. I f  M " ~ ~ (gk is a model functor inducing a functor ~ j  ---+ .~k  commut- 
in q with direct sums, then the canonical morphism 
Jdom j ,  (?,X) ~,/. M -~ MX 
is an homotopy equivalence for  each Y l .  
Proof. Indeed for X E &'~, the canonical morphism is an isomorphism of complexes. 
Since both sides yield triangle functors .~-1 --' -Jd/k commuting with direct sums, the 
claim follows at once. [] 
6.7. Conclusion. Let U, M / and N' be the relative resolutions we have constructed. 
They are linked by canonical morphisms 
U ~ M' -~ N' 
which, after tensoring over .9 ~e with 1, yield the morphisms of precyclic chain com- 
plexes 
C(,--~{) c(incl! C ( J~)  --~ C((~)  
induced by the functors ~] ~ -~l -~ 9fl. By our flatness hypotheses, C(incl) is 
injective. According to 7.7, in order to conclude that C(~{) is quasi-isomorphic to the 
cokernel of C(incl), we have to check that i splits in the category of graded k-modules 
and that Coki is still relatively acyclic for I. 
Now indeed, L' has the components 
@ J~fom ,~, (E,, Y;. ) ,~ Jdom a~ (E~_ 1, E,, ) 
,5~... ~ .Hom~;, (Eo,Ei ),~' d{bm.~, (X, Eo). 
Since we have 
,Jdom d L (E,,, Y;. ) ~ J{om .y~ (E~, Y),  
and since ~ c 5 '~, the morphism L' --* M t sends this isomorphical ly onto a partial sum 
of the component 
@ .~'~om .~, (Fn, Y ) @ ~om .~, ( F,,_ j, F,, ) 
,~ . . . .  ~ ,;/~om ~, (Fo, FI ),~ oC{om y, (X, Fo) 
of M', where the F0 . . . . .  F~ run through ,S. In particular, i is k-split and its cokernel 
still has relatively acyclic components for I. 
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7. Differential graded algebras, derived categories 
7.1. DG algebras. Let k be a commutative ring and A a differential graded k-alyebra 
(= DG algebra), i.e. a Z-graded associative k-algebra with one 
A=HAP 
pEZ 
endowed with a k-linear differential d : A --~ A which is homogeneous of degree 1 (i.e. 
dA p CA p+I for each p)  and satisfies the graded Leibniz rule 
d(ab)=(da)b+( -1)Padb,  VaEA p, VbEA.  
It turns out to be convenient not to impose any a priori finiteness conditions on A. In 
particular, we do not assume that A is a chain algebra as in [6] or [15]. 
Examples. (a) If B is an 'ordinary' k-algebra, it gives rise to a DG algebra A defined 
by 
Ap={B,  p=0 
0, pC0.  
Conversely, any DG algebra A which is concentrated in degree 0 (i.e. AP=O for all 
p ¢ 0) is obtained in this way from an 'ordinary' algebra. 
(b) If B is a k-algebra and 
M=(. . .~M i~M i+I . . . .  ), iE Z, dd=O 
a complex of right B-modules, we consider the DG algebra A = ~¢om e (M, M) with 
the components 
AP = I-[ H°ms(Mi 'M J )  
-i+j-p 
and the differential defined by 
d(S)  = (d°  f i - ( -1 )P f  i~l od), ( f i )  CA p. 
Note that even if M i = 0 for all i >> 0, there may occur non-vanishing components of 
A in arbitrarily small and arbitrarily large degrees. 
7.2. DG modules. A differential graded module over A (=DG A-module) is a Z-graded 
right A-module 
M=HM;  
pEZ 
endowed with a k-linear differential d : M ~ M which is homogeneous of  degree 1 
and satisfies the graded Leibniz rule 
d(ma)=(dm)a+( -1)Pmda,  VrnEM p, VaEA.  
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We sometimes use the notation M r, for the component M -p. Differential graded left 
A-modules are defined similarly. The Leibniz rule then reads 
d(am)=(da)m+(-1)Pa(dm) ,  VaEA p, VmEM.  
A morphism of DG A-modules f : M --~ N is a morphism of the underlying graded 
A-modules which is homogeneous of degree 0 and commutes with the differential. 
Examples. (a) In the situation of Example 7.1(a), the category of DG A-modules 
identifies with the category of differential complexes of right B-modules. 
(b) In the situation of Example 7. l(b), each complex N of right B-modules gives rise 
to a DG A-module .gom8 (M,N) endowed with the A-action (9 j ) ( f i )  = (gi-p o f i ) ,  
where (g J) ~ HomB(M,N) q and ( f i )  E A p. On the other hand, M becomes itself a 
DG left A-module for the action ( f i ) (mJ)  = (f i(mi)). 
7.3. The homotopy category. Let f : M -~ N be a morphism of DG A-modules. 
We say that f is null-homotopic if we have f = dr + rd, where r : M --~ N is a 
morphism of the underlying graded A-modules which is homogeneous of degree -1.  
A DG module is contractile if its identity morphism is null-homotopic. 
The homotopy category J?A has the DG A-modules as objects. Its morphisms are 
classes f of morphisms f of DG A-modules modulo null-homotopic morphisms. Iso- 
morphisms of .~rA are called homotopy equivalences. 
Define the suspension functor S : .~A ---* .~A by 
(SM) p = Mp-I,dsM = -dM, ~tsM(m,a) = pM(m,a), 
for m E M and a E A, where PM and/~sM are the multiplication maps of the respective 
modules. Define a standard triangle of ~gA to be a sequence 
L Y M L L sL 
where f • L ~ M is a morphism of DG modules, Cn(f )  = M ~ SL as a graded 
k-module, 
f l~c~(f) a = , dcn(t) = dsL ' ' la 
for m E M, l E L p, the morphism g is the canonical injection M ---* Cn(f) ,  and -h  
(note the sign) is the canonical projection. As usual, Cn(f )  is called the mapping cone 
over f .  
Lemma. Endowed with the suspension functor S and the triangles isomorphic to stan- 
dard triangles, the category ~A becomes a triangulated category in the sense of 
Verdier [52]. Moreover, each short exact sequence of DG A-modules 
O-+L f M~N- - - ,O  
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which splits in the category oj" graded A-modules gives rise to a triangle of o¢{A 
L T M ~N ~SL ,  
where r and s are morphisms of graded A-modules atisfying r f  = 1L, gs = IN, 
rs=O. 
In the situation of Example 7.1(a), the category .rigA identifies with the homotopy 
category of complexes of right B-modules. To prove the lemma, one may proceed 
as in [20]. Alternatively [30], one can make the category of DG modules into a 
Frobenius category whose associated stable category identifies with ~A,  which there- 
fore automatically carries a triangulated structure [17]. 
7.4. Derived categories, resolutions. A DG A-module N is acyclie (resp. relatively 
acyclic) if we have H*N = 0 (resp. if the underlying DG k-module of N is contractile). 
Here, as always, H*N denotes the Z-graded k-module with components 
HPN = Ker(d : N p --~ NP+I)//'dN p-I. 
A morphism of DG A-modules s : M ---+ M'  is a (relative) quasi-isomorphism if its 
mapping cone Cn(s) is (relatively) acyclic. 
By definition, the (relative) derived category of A is the localization (cf. [52]) 
2A := (~A)[Z ' - I ] ,  (~,-~zA = (,#A)[X~)]), 
where 2; (resp. -~rez) denotes the class of all homotopy classes of (relative) quasi- 
isomorphisms. In the situation of example 7.1 (a), the category 2A identifies with the 
(unbounded) derived category of the category of right B-modules. If  k is a field, we 
have Z = ~/  and ~A = ~,-ezA. 
The (relative) derived category inherits by localization a triangulated structure from 
HA. So by definition, each triangle of JgA maps to a triangle of 2A and ~,-elA. 
Moreover, if 
O --~ L ~ M P N --~ O 
is a short exact sequence of DG A-modules, then p induces a canonical quasi- 
isomorphism 
Cn(i) ~ N, 
where Cn(i) is the mapping cone (resp. a canoncial relative quasi-isomorphism, if the 
sequence has k-split components). Thus, the sequence yields a canonical triangle 
L---+ M---+ N---~ SN 
of 2A (resp. ~r~lA). 
It is not hard to check that 2A and ~,.eIA have infinite direct sums and that these 
are given by the ordinary sums of DG A-modules. 
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Let AA denote the free DG A-module on one generator. Let M be any A-module. 
Then it is easy to check that the map 
Hom g~(AA,N) ---+ H°M, f ~ f (1 )  
is bijective. In particular, each quasi-isomorphism s "M ~ M' induces a bijection 
Horn ?fA(A4,m) Horn ~,A(AA,M') (2) 
As an immediate consequence, we have a bijection 
Horn ~,A(AA,M) ~ lim Hom ~,A(AA,M') = HomrzA(AA,M). (3) 
Here lira is taken over the filtering category of quasi-isomorphims ~ ' M --* M t with 
domain M. We note in passing that this implies 
Hom~A(AA,M) ~, H°M. (4) 
A DG A-module sharing the two equivalent properties (2) and (3) with A.4 is called 
closed ('having property (P)' in the terminology of [30]). We denote by ~gpA the 
full subcategory of ~A formed by the closed objects. Property (3) combined with the 
five-lemma shows that the mapping cone over a morphism of closed objects is still 
closed. So ~pA is a triangulated subcategory of ~t~A. 
Similarly, if K is an (ordinary) k-module and M a DG A-module, the canonical map 
Horn ~'A(K @'k AA,M) ---* H°Homk(K,M) 
is bijective. As above, we conclude that we have a bijection 
Horn ~A(K '~h- AA,M)  ~ Hom~,,~,.A(K ~'x AA,M). (5) 
A DG A-module sharing this property with K 'Y,'k AA is called relatively closed. We 
denote by ,~¢p.~tA the full subcategory of .Z,~A formed by the relatively closed objects. 
It is a triangulated subcategory of ~(EA. 
Proposition. (a) For each M E .~A, there is a (relative) quasi-isomorphism 
pM -+ M (resp. p~elM ---+ M), 
where pM is closed (resp. prelM is relatively closed). I f  we have two (relative) quasi- 
isomorphisms q~ : P ~ M and q~ : p1 ~ M with (relatively) closed P and pt, there 
is a unique homotopy equivalence (~ : P ~ pr such that ~pt ~ = co. 
(b) The assignment M ~ pM may be completed to a triangle functor which com- 
mutes with #~finite sums and induces a triangle equivalence ~A ~ o¢{pA. Similarly, 
the assignment M ~ pr~lM yields a triangle equivalence 2,-elA ~ Ji~p.~lA. 
In the situation of Example 7.1(a), if M is concentrated in degree 0, then pM may 
be chosen as a projective resolution of M °. If M is a right bounded complex, pM 
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is a 'projective resolution of the complex M' (cf. [20]). For arbitrary M over an 
'ordinary' k-algebra, pM is a K-projective resolution in the sense of [50]. The proof 
for an arbitrary DG algebra may be found in [30]. The proof in the relative case is 
completely analogous. 
7.5. Closed objects. Keep the assumptions of 7.4. In the absolute case, the following 
proposition results from [30, Section 3]. The relative case is proved similarly. 
Proposition. A DG A-module is closed (resp. relatively closed) if and only if it is 
homotopy equivalent to a DG module P admitting a filtration 
O=F_ ICFoCF IC . . . FpCFp+t . . .CP ,  peN 
such that 
(F1) P is the union of the Fp, p E N, 
(F2) the inclusion morphism Fp-i C Fp splits in the category of graded A-modules, 
VpEN,  
(F3) each subquotient Fp/'Fp-i is isomorphic as a DG module to a direct summand 
of a direct sum of DG modules SnAA, n C N (resp. S"K '~'k AA, where K is" a DG 
k-module and n E N). 
Note that (F1) and (F2) imply that the following sequence (*) is split exact in 
the category of graded A-modules and thus (Lemma 7.4) produces a triangle 
in ~/  
H Fp ~H Fq can p; 
pEN qEN 
here q~ has the components 
[1 - d '  can  
Fp ~ Fp ® Fp.l ~ H Fq, ,= inc l .  
qEN 
By Lemma 7.3 it follows that ~¢pA (resp. 2/{p, rdA) coincides with its smallest full 
triangulated subcategory containing AA (resp. K 'g'k A for each k-module K) and closed 
under infinite sums. By Proposition 7.4(b), the same holds for ~A (resp. ~relA). This 
gives rise to an 'induction principle' as illustrated by the following fact: If Y is a 
triangulated category admitting infinite sums and Fi, F2 : ~A -+ ~-" are two triangle 
functors commuting with infinite sums, then a morphism p : F1 ---+ F2 of triangle 
functors is invertible if(and only if) ]JA A : F1AA --~ F2AA is invertible. Indeed, the full 
subcategory of ~A formed by the DG modules U with invertible /~U is a triangulated 
subcategory by the five-lemma, contains A.4 by assumption, and is closed under infinite 
sums since F1 and F2 commute with infinite sums. 
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7.6. Left derived tensor functors. Let A and B be DG algebras, and AX8 a DG A-B- 
bimodu[e, i.e. 
X= ~_I xP  
p~Z 
is a graded left A-module and a graded right B-module, the two actions commute and 
coincide on k, and X is endowed with a homogeneous k-linear differential d of degree 1 
satisfying 
d(axb) = (da)xb + ( -  1 )Pa (dx) b + ( -1  )P~qax (db) 
for all a E A p, x E xq,  b E B. We define the DG algebra A °p @k B by 
( A°p ~kB)  n = H AP ~; Bq' 
p+q-n 
d(a '8 b) = (da) ~ b + ( -  1 )Pa ,8, (db), 
(a ~ b ) (d  ~ b') = ( -  l )qP'-PP'a'a c~ bb I, 
for all a E A p, b C B q, a ~ E A p', b ~ E B. We may then view X as a (right) DG A°P@k 
B-module via 
x , (a ,~.b)=( -1 ) rpaxb ,  VxEX r, VaEA p, VbEB.  
Let M be a DG A-module. We define M,~ X to be the DG B-module with the action 
of B on X and with the DG structure 
(M '~k X)  n = H Mp '~k Xq, d(m @ x) =- (dm) ® x + (-1)Pm 3, (dx), 
p+q-n 
for all m E MP,x C X.  The k-submodule generated by all differences ma '8, x -  m ® ax 
is stable under d and under multiplication by elements of B. So M ~'A X, the quotient 
modulo this submodule, is a well defined DG B-module, which is moreover functorial 
in M and X. We call M a flat DG A-module if M ®A N is acyclic for each acyclic left 
DG A-module N (cf. 8.3). The functor ? @A X yields a triangle functor -~q~A ~ .~B 
which will be denoted by the same symbol. We define the left derived functor 
? ,~L X • ~A --~ ~B 
by N ~Lx  := (pN) S'A X. If the canonical morphism N .~Lx  --~ N '~'A X is a quasi- 
isomorphism, then N is called acyclic Jor X .  Note that ? ~Lx  commutes with infinite 
sums since p and ? ~A X do. The following lemma is proved in [32]. 
Lemma. The Junctor F =? ,~L X is an equivalence i f  and only i f  the following con- 
ditions hold: 
(a) F induces bijections 
Hom~A(A,S~A) ~ Hom~(XB,  S"XB), Vn E Z, 
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(b) the functor  Hom;ss(XB, ?) commutes with infinite sums, 
(c) the smallest Jidl triangulated subcategorv o f  .~B containinq X8 and closed under 
infinite sums coincides with .~B. 
Example. Suppose that ~p : B -~ A is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e. a morphism of DG 
algebras inducing an isomorphism H*B ~+ H*A. Then 
?,~LAB.2A___+~B and ? ,~LAA.~B_~A 
are equivalences. 
7.7. Relative derived tensor functors. Let A and B be DG algebras, and AXB a DG 
A-B-bimodule (cf. 7.6). We define the relative left der ivedfunctor  
? @Lre lx  . CJ, relA ---+ ~relB 
Lrel by N ~:A X := (prelN) 9A X. If the canonical morphism N ~Lre lx  -~ N '~A X is an 
homotopy equivalence, then N is called relative(v acyclic for X. 
Suppose that we have a commutative diagram of .~fA 
Lt~L  
M'  -~ M, 
where U and M ~ are relatively acyclic and the horizontal morphisms are relative quasi- 
isomorphisms. Then we can compute the image ofL ~ M under ?@Lrelx as L~,~A X ---+ 
M' ~'A X. Indeed, the composition 
prelL I ~ L l ~ L 
is a relative quasi-isomorphism with relatively closed domain and the resulting relative 
quasi-isomorphism U ,~,Lrelx -~ L ~Lre lx  is compatible with morphisms by the 
following commutive diagram of ,Z(A: 
p~elL' ---+ L t ---+ L 
p~,,iM l --+ M l ~ M. 
Now let 
O---~ L -+ M- -~ N-+O 
be a short exact sequence of DG A-modules which admits a splitting in the category 
of graded k-modules. Suppose that it fits into a commutative diagram 
0---~ L ---+ M -~ N ---~ 0 
Y ~: T 
L' J~ M I --~ N I 
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whose vertical morphisms are relative quasi-isomorphisms and whose second row is 
a complex with relatively acyclic terms for X. Then (L,M,N) fits into a canonical 
triangle of ~tA  and hence (L' ®A X,M z @A X,N ~ 9,4 X)  fits into a triangle of ~,~4B. 
However, we will need to know that this triangle comes from a canonical short exact 
sequence of B-modules. 
For this, suppose that i and i ®A X are both split monomorphic as morphisms of 
graded k-modules and that Coki is relatively acyclic for X as well. Then clearly 
Cok i --+ N and hence Cok i --, N '  are relative quasi-isomorphisms. Therefore (Cok i)@A 
X --, N ~ ®A X is a relative quasi-isomorphism and, since ? ®A X commutes with coker- 
nels, the canonical map Cok(U @.4 X --+ M'  @A X)  --~ (Coki)@AX is an isomorphism. 
So we have a commutative diagram 
O---~L~®.4X - i®~x ~M'®AX ~Nt@AX 
O--'-~L'!AX i®Ax >M'®AX ~Cok( i~AX) >0 
where the last vertical morphism is a relative quasi-isomorphism. 
7.8. Relatively acyclic objects for Hochschild homology. Let A be a DG algebra and 
put A e = A °p ~, A. Then A becomes a left Ae-module in a canonical way. Recall that 
~ without index means tensor product over k. 
Lemma. I f  P is" a closed DG A-module and M an arbitrary left DG A-module, then 
M ~ P is" relatively acyclie (7.7) for the Ae-k-bimodule A.
Proof. We have to construct a relative quasi-isomorphism pret(P @ M) --~ P ® M with 
relatively closed p~ei(P @ M) over A " and show that the induced morphism 
Prel(M @ P) @'A ~ A --~ (M C4 P) @A" A 
is an homotopy equivalence over k. For this, we choose a relative quasi-isomorphism 
p,elM ---+ M with relatively acyclic p~etM over A. Then clearly ~,elM) ,~ P --~ M @ P 
is a relative quasi-isomorphism with relatively closed (p,elM) ~ P over A e. So we put 
p~et(P ,~ M) = P ®p~lM. We then have to show that the induced morphism 
(PrezM) @ P) '~A~" A ~ (M ® P) @A c A 
is an homotopy equivalence. Now if U is a left DG A-module and V a right DG 
A-module, then we have a canonical isomorphism of DG A-modules 
(U@ V)@~A~,A ~ U @.4 V. 
Using this isomorphism we are reduced to showing that 
P @A PrelM ~ P '~.4 M 
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is an homotopy equivalence. This is clear for P = A since l~relm ---+ M is a relative 
quasi-isomorphism. It then follows for any P by the structure of closed objects (7.4). 
[] 
7.9. Relative equivalences. The following result is given for completeness. We shall 
neither prove it nor use it. Let A and B be DG algebras, and AXB a DG A-B-bimodule 
(cf. 7.6). 
Lemma. The functor F =? ~Lrel X is an equivalence if and only if the rid~owing 
conditions hold: 
(a) for each k-module K the canonical morphism 
A ~k K --+ .X¢om ~ (X~, K "~k X~ ), 
is a homotopy equivalence of DG k-modules, 
(b) the functor Horn ,z,~.,~(XB, ?) commutes ~ith infinite sums, 
(c) the smallest Jull triangulated subcategory of @B containing K ,~2k X~ for each 
k-module K and closed under infinite sums coincides with 2,.riB. 
In interpreting condition (a) note that as an object of  Jgk the complex ~om B (M. N) 
is well defined and functorial in M. N E 2,.~4A. The existence of an equivalence between 
the relative derived categories of A and B turns out to be too restrictive a hypothesis 
for our purposes. 
7.10. Small objects. Let A be a DG algebra. A closed object P of .~,'~A is small if the 
functor 
Hom ~,A(P,?) : kCA ~ Modk 
commutes with direct sums. It is a generator of .~pA if the smallest full triangulated 
subcategory of .~I,A containing P and closed under infinite direct sums coincides with 
.~¢pA. For example P = AA is a small generator, or more generally, in the situation of  
Lemma 7.6, P = pXA is a small generator. It is remarkable that two small generators 
are always obtained from each other by a finite sequence of 'finitistic' constructions 
(no infinite sums are needed), as it is made precise in the following proposition. 
Proposition. (a) I f  P is" a small generator of .~A,  then the fidl subcate~too' f ~pA 
formed by the small objects coincides with the smallest full trian.qulated catego , of 
~J'¢pA containing P and closed under forming direct summands. 
(b) I f  P is small, then the functor 
~OMA (P,?) : .~pA ~ 2/{~k 
commutes with direct sums. 
Statement (a) is proved in [30, 5.3] and goes back to [45] resp. [47]. Statement (b) 
clearly holds for P = AA and hence, by (a), for any small P. 
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A. Appendix 
A.1. Localization and adjoints. Suppose that ,9 ~ and ~- are triangulated categories and 
L J .TR  
a pair of adjoint triangle functors. 
Lemma. (a) I f  R is ju l ly  fitithful, the sequence 
0~ KerL~,~-~,~0 
is exact. 
(b) I j ' ,~ ~ and/ f  admit infinite direct sums, R commutes with infinite direct sums 
and 3- is generated (5.2) b)' the object G, then KerL is generated by the object G ~ 
occuring in the triangle 
G I --" G --+ RLG --~ SG I. 
Proof. (a) The canonical functor .7/KerL -~ 5 P is clearly essentially surjective. To 
prove that it is fully faithful, it is enough to show that the restriction of the localization 
functor to ImR is fully faithful. By [52], Proposition 5.3 p. 286 this follows from the 
fact that Homc(N,  RLX)  = 0 for each N C KerL, X ~ J .  
(b) Put ~t ~ = KerL. For each X E ,7, define X~ by the triangle 
X ~ ---~ X ---~ RLX --~ SX~.  
One checks that X ~ belongs to .,~" and that it represents the restriction of the functor 
Homj (? ,X)  to , IL Hence the functor X H X f defines a right adjoint to the inclusion 
functor. Such an adjoint becomes a triangle functor in a canonical way [28, 6.7]. 
Moreover, the fact that the identity functor and RL commute with infinite sums implies 
that the functor X ~ X~ commutes with infinite sums. Finally, this functor is clearly 
essentially surjective since it is right adjoint to a fully faithful functor. It follows that 
if G generates .Y- then G ~ generates ,,t j', the image of ,Y- under the functor X ~-+ X~. 
[] 
A.2. Filtered direct limits. Let A be a DG algebra and J# C ~A a full triangulated 
category stable with respect to forming infinite sums. Let (Mi ) i~ be a filtered direct 
system in the category of DG modules such that Mi E 4/ for each i E I. 
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Lemma. The direct  l imit  M = limMi belongs to ~#. 
Proof. Since 1 is filtered, there is a resolution 
. . . .  CI - -+Co~M ~O 
of M by DG A-modules which are direct sums of copies of the M~. Hence, M is 
quasi-isomorphic to a DG module admitting a countable filtration whose subquotients 
belong do ~b'. By the 'Milnor triangle' [43] (cf. e.g. [30, 3.1]) we conclude that M 
belongs to ~Z'. 
A.3. Products of  flat DG k-modules, Let k be a ring (associative with 1). A theorem 
of Chase asserts that if (and only if) k is left coherent, then every product of fiat right 
k-modules is flat [1, 19.20]. We need the analogous assertion for flat DG k-modules. 
First recall from (7.6) that a DG k-module M is flat if M ~ N is acyclic for each 
acyclic left k-module N. If M is a bounded complex, it is flat as a DG module if its 
components are fiat k-modules. However, for unbounded complexes M this will not 
suffice in general. The proof of the following lemma shows among other things that 
if k is of finite global dimension, then M is fiat as a DG module iff in the homotopy 
category it is an extension of a purely acyclic module by a closed module. 
Lemma. Suppose  that  k is lej~ coherent  and  o f  f in i te  g lobal  d imension.  Then every 
product  o f  f la t  DG k -modu les  is f l a t  as a DG k -modu le .  
Proof. If N is a complex of k-modules we denote by a>_,,N resp. r_<~N the subcom- 
plexes 
( . . -0 -+0~N n--+N n-1--~-.-)  resp. ( . . -~N n 2~N, ,  t___+Z, ,N~0. . . ) .  
Step  1: Each  ao,'cl ic DG k -modu le  N is homotopy  equivalent  to a direct  l imit  (in 
the categoo ,  o f  DG modu les )  o.t" left  bounded acycl ic  DG modules.  Indeed, let 
O--+ N --+I 0 ___+ l 1 . . . .  ---+ [ P __+ l p- I  . . . .  
be a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution [40, XII, 11] of N, i.e. a complex of DG modules 
such that the induced sequences 
0 --+ N q ---+ I O'q --+ I l'q --+ • . • - -~  [P'q ---+ l p+l'q ---+ " " " 
0 --+ ZqN ---+ Zq l  0 --+ zq I  1 ---+ "'" ---+ zq I  p --~ Z q lp+l  ---+ "'" 
are injective resolutions for each q. Since k has finite global dimension, we may 
suppose that l p = 0 for all p >> 0. Since each Zql  p is injective, the I p are contractile. 
We conclude that N is homotopy equivalent to N t, the total complex associated with 
O-+ N- -~ I ° --~ I t -~ . . . .  I # ---~ I p+I  ---+ " ' "  
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We define N,! as the total complex associated with 
0 --+ ~7>_rN ---+ (7>r [0 ----+ ' ' '  ~ G~r [p ~ [7>r Ip+I ~ . . .  
Then N '  is clearly isomorphic to the direct limit of the N,!. 
Step 2: Each DG k-module with fiat components is .fiat as a DG k-module. Let 
X be a DG module with flat components and N an acyclic left DG k-module. The 
complex X is a direct limit of the left bounded complexes cr>_,,X, n ~ -2 .  So in 
order to show that X ~k N is acyclic, we may suppose that X is itself left bounded. 
By the first step, N is homotopy equivalent o a direct limit of left bounded acyclic 
complexes. We may assume that N itself is left-bounded. After these reductions it is 
clear that X ~'k N is acyclic since it is the total complex of  a first quadrant complex 
with acyclic columns. 
Step 3: Let N be a DG k-module. Then N :~'k M is acyclic for  each DG k-module 
M if/" this holds Jbr each DG k-module M concentrated in degree O. Suppose that 
N @k M is acyclic for each DG k-module M concentrated in degree 0. Then it also 
holds if M is bounded (by devissage) and if M is right bounded (by passage to the 
limit over the G_>~M, n --~ -:x~). Finally, it holds for arbitrary M by passage to the 
limit of the r_<nM, n ~ :x~. 
Step 4: Let N be a DG k-module. Then N @a- M is acyclic )"or each DG k-module 
M iff each sequence 
0-+Z ~N +N ~ +Z ~+IN--~0, n EZ ,  
is pure exact in the sense of  Cohn [9, p. 383] (i.e. its tensor product with an arbitrao, 
left k-module is' exact). By the third step, the condition is sufficient. Conversely, 
suppose that N @k M is acyclic for each k-module M. Taking M = k we see that N 
is acyclic. Therefore we have B n N ~ Z n N for each n E Z. If M is arbitrary, we see 
that we have (Z" N) @ M ~ Z" (N @ M) by considering the diagram 
(B~N)@M -~ (Z"N)@M 
whose left vertical arrow is clearly an isomorphism. 
Step 5: The assertion. Let X~, i E I, be a family of flat DG k-modules. For each i 
we choose a triangle 
Pi ---+ Xi ~ Ni ~ SPi, 
where Ns is acyclic, and Ps is closed. We may and will assume that P~ has projective 
components. If M is any left DG k-module, we have a commutative square 
Pi @k M -~ Xi ,~k M 
T T 
Pi @t pM ~ Xi @k pM 
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whose bottom morph ism and whose vertical morph isms are quasi - isomorphisms.  Thus 
N i @ M is acyclic. By the third step, Ni is spl iced up from pure exact sequences. 
Now products of  pure exact sequences are pure exact (by [9, Theorem 2.4]), so that 
(l-[ici?v~) Gk M is acyclic as well  for each DG module  M,  by the third step. In 
particular, i f  N is an acyclic left DG k-module,  the third term of  the sequence 
( i~[P i )~)k l '7~( i~E lY i ) '~kN- - - -o ( I - I ]v i l~ ,~N- - -+g(HP i l@'kT~ 
G i~l / iGI / 
is acyclic. By  Chase 's  theorem and the second step, the same holds for the first term. 
The assert ion follows. 
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